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Abstract
Instead of formulating the state space of a quantum field theory over one big Hilbert space, it has been proposed byKijowski [6] to represent quantum states as projective families of density matrices over a collection of smaller, simplerHilbert spaces. One can thus bypass the need to select a vacuum state for the theory, and still be provided with anexplicit and constructive description of the quantum state space, at least as long as the label set indexing the projectivestructure is countable. Because uncountable label sets are much less practical in this context, we develop in the presentarticle a general procedure to trim an originally uncountable label set down to countable cardinality. In particular,we investigate how to perform this tightening of the label set in a way that preserves both the physical content of thealgebra of observables and its symmetries.This work is notably motivated by applications to the holonomy-flux algebra underlying Loop Quantum Gravity. Buildingon earlier work by Okołów [15], a projective state space was introduced for this algebra in [7]. However, the non-trivialstructure of the holonomy-flux algebra prevents the construction of satisfactory semi-classical states [11]. Implementingthe general procedure just mentioned in the case of a one-dimensional version of this algebra, we show how a discretesubalgebra can be extracted without destroying universality nor diffeomorphism invariance. On this subalgebra, statescan then be constructed whose semi-classicality is enforced step by step, starting from collective, macroscopic degreesof freedom and going down progressively toward smaller and smaller scales.
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1 Introduction
An important step toward the canonical quantization of a classical field theory is to prepare
a suitable kinematical quantum state space: typically, one selects a vacuum for the theory, and
write quantum states as discrete excitations around this vacuum. Such states however only span a
particular sector of the kinematical theory. Ensuring that this sector will contain enough physical
states (aka. solutions of the field equations) requires to understand beforehand the dynamics of the
quantum theory, and to encapsulate this understanding in the choice of the right vacuum state.
Like the previous articles in this series [8, 9, 10], the present work is set up in the context of a
projective formalism, first introduced by Jerzy Kijowski in the late ‘70s [6] and further developed
by Andrzej Okołów more recently [14, 15, 16], which provides an alternative way of building the
kinematical quantum state space: instead of describing states as density matrices over a single
big Hilbert space, one constructs them as projective families of partial density matrices over small
‘building block’ Hilbert spaces [9, subsection 2.1]. The projections are given as partial traces, so
that each small Hilbert space can be physically interpreted as selecting out finitely many degrees
of freedom. This approach tends to yields bigger quantum state spaces, as it allows to bypass the
specialization to a specific sector.
Building on previous work by Okołów in [15, section 5] and [16] , a projective state space of this
kind was obtained in [7] for the holonomy-flux algebra underlying in Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG).
This projective state space was shown to form an extension of the Ashtekar-Lewandowski (AL) state
space used in LQG (in the case of a compact gauge group, where the latter can be defined). The
motivation to go beyond the AL sector was to facilitate the construction of semi-classical states.
Yet, the non-existence of such states was proved in [11] in the case of real-valued connections (with
gauge group G = R), hinting that fundamental obstructions, which could, to some extent, affect
arbitrary gauge groups, arise from the algebra of observables itself. As discussed at the end of [11] ,
the analysis performed in this reference also raises the question of whether the projective state
space for the holonomy-flux algebra on a non-compact gauge group may turn out to be empty (note
that emptiness concerns are averted in the compact group case, where this projective state space
not only contains all AL states, but even additional ones, as proved in [7, prop. 3.22]).
The negative result of [11, prop. 2.14] can be traced back to the fact that the holonomy-flux algebra
along analytical (or semi-analytical) edges and surfaces is generated by a continuum of elementary
observables, which suggests the development of the present article: we will investigate how a dense
but discrete subalgebra of observables could be extracted, while keeping intact the physical content
of the theory. Specifically, the goal would be to restrict the uncountable label set L�� (defined in [7,
def. 2.14] to index a projective structure supporting the holonomy-flux algebra) to a carefully chosen
countable subset. Such a restriction allows the systematic construction of projective quantum states,
in particular semi-classical ones (subsection 2.1).
However, we have to be cautious of the dangerous side-effects such an endeavor could have:
• we do not want to introduce any objectionable arbitrariness in the theory: as stressed above,
the projective approach is intended to improve the universality of the kinematical quantum state
space (compared to the choice of a particular representation of the algebra of observables);
• in addition, going over to discrete structures carries a serious risk of breaking diffeomorphism
invariance [19] , something we want to avoid at any cost in view of applications to background
independent quantum gravity [20, 21] .
In subsection 2.2, we will therefore spell out, in a general setting, the properties that a label subset
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should satisfy to ensure that restricting the projective system to this subset will preserve suitable
notions of both universality and diffeomorphism invariance (or, more generally, invariance under
whatever the group of symmetries is for the particular theory under consideration). This general
framework will be put to practice on a simple toy model in section 3, which can be seen as a
(slightly simplified) one-dimensional version of the holonomy-flux algebra, while the generalization
in dimension � > 1 (especially the physically relevant � = 3 case) is currently under progress.
Note that the kind of result we are aiming at should not be confused with various results in the
context of LQG displaying how countable cardinality or universality can be obtained or restored
after quotienting out the diffeomorphisms [1, 3] : since we do not yet fully understand how this
quotienting should be done in the projective formalism (see the discussion at the end of [7]), we
want to simplify the algebra of observables already at the diffeomorphism-covariant level, rather
than at the diffeomorphism-invariant one (where those designations refer to the individual quantum
states, not to the invariance of the overall state space). In fact, such an upfront simplification of
the algebra could make it easier to implement in practice the strategy proposed in [8, section 3]
(for dealing with constraints in the projective formalism): it could thus actually help solving the
diffeomorphism constraints.
Once the label set is trimmed down to countable cardinality, a corresponding inductive limit
Hilbert space (constructed from the choice of a vacuum, along the lines of [9, theorem 2.9]) will au-
tomatically be separable (assuming all ‘building block’ Hilbert spaces are), rather that non-separable
like eg. the Ashtekar-Lewandowski Hilbert space (which results from such an inductive limit con-
struction on the holonomy-flux algebra). Hence, constructing states will get easier on the inductive
limit side too: besides lifting the technical issues plaguing non-separable Hilbert spaces [3] , it will
allow states to include all basis vectors at once (by contrast, non-separable Hilbert spaces tend,
paradoxically, to be ’too small’, as their orthonormal basis are uncountable while linear combina-
tions can only be at most countable). Nevertheless, the advantages of the projective formalism over
an inductive limit Hilbert space remains: as we will check in prop. 2.2, the semi-classical quantum
states that one can construct within projective state spaces on countable label sets typically do not
belong to corresponding inductive limit Hilbert space arising from vacuum states that are far from
semi-classical. In other words, the argument put forward in the introduction of [7], that discrete
quantum excitations cannot mask the core properties of the vacuum, still holds in the case of a
countable label set.
When the label set is countable, one can also, in the spirit of [9, theorem 2.11], produce from
the projective system associated infinite tensor products (ITP, see [27, 26] ), and the states we will
be considering often do belong to these ITP Hilbert spaces (see again prop. 2.2). In fact, the whole
construction of section 2 is very closely connected with Algebraïc Quantum Gravity (AQG, see [4] ):
the idea of AQG is to choose an infinitely extended graph and to write a state space for quantum
gravity as the infinite tensor product of the L2(G) Hilbert spaces carried by the individual edges. Like
in the present development, this switch to discrete degrees of freedom in AQG is motivated by the
search for better semi-classical states. We will comment where appropriate on the similarities and
differences between the two approaches, and delineate some benefits of the projective formulation
(namely a lesser dependence on arbitrary choices and an improved diffeomorphism invariance).
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2 Quasi-cofinal sequences
Whenever the label set indexing the projective structure is countable, the projective formalism
provides an explicit and constructive description of the quantum state space, suitable for concrete
calculations and further exploration of the theory (subsection 2.1). In particular, there is no risk
for a projective limit on a countable label set to be empty, since all projective states can then be
constructed recursively in a systematic way: as the argument below shows, for any label η, and any
partial density matrix ρη on η, it will always be possible to find a projective state whose projection
on the label η coincides with ρη .
To take advantage of these simplifications we will, in subsection 2.2, lay out a general framework
to extract a countable subset from an initially uncountable label set. More precisely, we will
formulate the conditions which have to be satisfied so that the projective state space built on a
label subset is universal – ie. can be shown to be independent of any arbitrary choices entering
the selection of this subset (theorem 2.8) – and supports the symmetries of the original theory
(prop. 2.9).
Note that, from a physical point of view, it seems in fact very reasonable to expect the elementary
observables of a theory (in the sense discussed in [8, section 1]) to form a countable set: these
observables are meant to be in one-to-one correspondence with the experimental protocols describing
their measurement, and such protocols should indeed form a countable set (since they can be
encoded eg. as finite sequences of chars). To say it differently, if there would be uncountably many
elementary observables, we would not even be able to accurately tell which one we are measuring
in a given experiment.
One could at first think that such an argument should be made at the level of the dynamical
observables, since those are often thought of as the only ‘real’ ones. However, in the spirit of
[8, appendix A] (viz. the extended discussions in [8, section 3]), we adopt the interpretation that
the kinematical observables are not just byproducts of the construction of the final, dynamical
state space, to be discarded as soon as the latter has been obtained, but that they instead play a
prominent role to formulate the interface between the mathematical theory and the experimental
reality: they are used to label with physical meaning the dynamical observables to which they
give rise (as stressed in the discussion preceding [8, def. A.2], the redundancy of this labeling is
deliberate: it reflects the predictive power of the theory). So, in this perspective, we indeed expect
countability already at the level of the kinematical elementary observables.
2.1 Factorized states on cofinal sequences
As underlined in [9, prop. 2.6], restricting the label set to a cofinal part does not affect the
projective quantum state space, so, rather than considering a countable label set, it is sufficient to
look at a label set admitting a countable cofinal subset. This weaker condition is of course equivalent
if the part of the label set that is below any given label is countable, like in L�� (as the labels in
L�� are finite collections of edges and faces, they actually have only finitely many sublabels, see
prop. 2.3). But, for example, in the label set considered in [10, prop. 3.3], which consists of finite
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dimensional vector subspaces, most labels (namely the vector subspaces of dimension greater than
2) are above uncountably many others (while the label set L of [10, prop. 3.3] itself does not admit
a countable cofinal subset, one could easily construct an uncountable part of L that does).
If we do have a countable cofinal part, then we can construct recursively an increasing cofinal
sequence from it, and, along this sequence, we can use the fact that the partial traces Trη�+1→η� are
surjective to construct a projective quantum state, by recursively choosing a density matrix ρη�+1 in
the preimage of ρη� . Clearly, all projective states can be constructed in this way. The ‘factorized
pure states’, satisfying ρη�+1 ≈ |ψ�+1 �� ψ�+1|⊗ρη� for some vector ψ�+1 ∈ Hη�+1→η� , are particularly
simple, and their convex closure is dense in the projective state space (with respect to a topology
defined like in [7, prop. 3.21]).
Proposition 2.1 Let (L�H�Φ)⊗ be a projective system of quantum state spaces [9, def. 2.1] andsuppose that L admits a countable cofinal subset �Lseq . Then, there exists an increasing sequence(η�)�∈N such that {η� | � ∈ N} is cofinal in �Lseq , hence in L. We choose such an increasingsequence, and we define Lseq := {η� | � ∈ N} as well as:
J� := Hη� & ∀� > 0� J� := Hη�→η�−1 .Then, for any sequence ψ = (ψ�)�∈N such that:∀� ∈ N� ψ� ∈ J� & �ψ��J� = 1 , (2.1.1)there exists a unique state ρ[ψ] ∈ S⊗(L�H�Φ) such that:
ρη� [ψ] = |ψ� � � ψ�| & ∀� > 0� ρη� [ψ] = Φ−1η�→η�−1 ◦� |ψ� � � ψ�| ⊗ ρη�−1 [ψ]� ◦Φη�→η�−1 . (2.1.2)
Proof Auxiliary projective system on N. Since �Lseq is countable, there exists a sequence ��η���∈Nsuch that �Lseq = ��η���� ∈ N� (if �Lseq happens to be finite, we can simply choose the sequence tobe eventually constant). Next, L being directed and �Lseq being cofinal in L, there exists, for any�� �� ∈ N, N ∈ N such that:�η� � �η�� � �ηN .Hence, we can define recursively a sequence (N�)�∈N via:N� = 0 & ∀� > 0� N� := min {N ∈ N | �η� � �ηN�−1 � �ηN} .By construction, the sequence �η� := �ηN���∈N is increasing and Lseq := {η� | � ∈ N} is cofinal in�Lseq .We define recursively a family of unitary isomorphisms ��Φ� : Hη� → J� ⊗ � � � ⊗ J���∈N via:�Φ� := idJ� & ∀� > 0� �Φ� := �idJ� ⊗ �Φ�−1� ◦ Φη�→η�−1 .
Next, for any � ∈ N, we define recursively a family of unitary isomorphisms ��Φ��→� : Hη��→η� →
J�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ J�+1���>� via:
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�Φ(�+1)→� := idJ�+1 & ∀�� > �+ 1� �Φ��→� := �idJ�� ⊗ �Φ(��−1)→�� ◦ Φη��→η��−1→η� .Thus, we get, for any � < �� ∈ N:��Φ��→� ⊗ �Φ�� ◦ Φη��→η� ◦ �Φ−1�� = idJ��⊗���⊗J�+1⊗J�⊗���⊗J� , (2.1.3)as can be shown by recursion over �� − �, using the definitions above together with [9, eq. (2.1.1)].Let σL→Lseq : S⊗L�H�Φ → S⊗(Lseq �H�Φ) and αL←Lseq : A⊗Lseq �H�Φ → A⊗(L�H�Φ) be the bijective mapsconstructed as in [9, prop. 2.6]. We define, for any � ∈ N :
K� := J� ⊗ � � � ⊗ J� & K�→� := C ,and for any � < �� ∈ N :
K��→� := J�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ J�+1 .Moreover, we define, for any � � �� ∈ N , Ψ��→� to be the natural identification K�� ≈ K��→� ⊗K�and, for any � � �� � ��� ∈ N , Ψ���→��→� to be the natural identification K���→� ≈ K���→�� ⊗K��→� .Thus, (N� K� Ψ)⊗ is a projective system of quantum state spaces. Now, we define:
σLseq→N : S⊗(Lseq �H�Φ) → S⊗(N�K�Ψ)�ρη�η∈Lseq �→ ��Φ� ◦ ρη� ◦ �Φ−1� ��∈N .Let ρ ∈ S⊗(Lseq �H�Φ) . For any � ∈ N, we have:Tr�→��Φ� ◦ ρη� ◦ �Φ−1� = �Φ� ◦ ρη� ◦ �Φ−1� ,and for any � < �� ∈ N , eq. (2.1.3) yields:
Tr��→��Φ�� ◦ ρη�� ◦ �Φ−1�� = �Φ� ◦ �TrHη��→η�Φη��→η� ◦ ρη�� ◦ Φ−1η��→η�� ◦ �Φ−1�= �Φ� ◦ ρη� ◦ �Φ−1� .Therefore, σLseq→N is well-defined as a map S⊗(Lseq �H�Φ) → S⊗(N�K�Ψ) . In addition, σLseq→N is injective,since Lseq = {η� | � ∈ N}.We now want to prove that σLseq→N is surjective as well. Let �ρ ∈ S⊗(N�K�Ψ) . Let �� �� ∈ N suchthat η� � η�� . If � < ��, we have, in a way similar to above:Trη��→η��Φ−1�� ◦ �ρ�� ◦ �Φ�� = �Φ−1� ◦ �ρ� ◦ �Φ� . (2.1.4)Clearly, eq. (2.1.4) also holds if � = ��. Finally, if � > ��, η� � η�� � η� , hence applying[9, eq. (2.1.1)] implies Trη��→η� = �Trη�→η���−1. Making use of the first case for ��� � then yieldseq. (2.1.4) in this case too. In particular, if η� = η�� , we get:�Φ−1�� ◦ �ρ�� ◦ �Φ�� = �Φ−1� ◦ �ρ� ◦ �Φ� .Therefore, there exists ρ = �ρη�η∈Lseq ∈ S⊗(Lseq �H�Φ) such that ∀� ∈ N� ρη� = �Φ−1� ◦ �ρ� ◦ �Φ� ,ie. σLseq→N(ρ) = �ρ .Next, for any �� �� ∈ N, and any Aη� ∈ Aη� � Aη�� ∈ Aη�� , we have:
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�∃ η�� ∈ Lseq � η�� � η� � η�� &
Φ−1η��→η� ◦ (idHη��→η� ⊗ Aη�) ◦ Φη��→η� = Φ−1η��→η�� ◦ (idHη��→η�� ⊗ Aη�� ) ◦ Φη��→η��� ⇔⇔ �∃��� � �� �� � idK���→� ⊗ (�Φ� ◦ Aη� ◦ �Φ−1� ) = idK���→�� ⊗ (�Φ�� ◦ Aη�� ◦ �Φ−1�� )�(the direction ‘⇒’ can be shown by choosing � such that η�� = η� and ��� > �� ��� �). Thus, we candefine the algebra isomorphism:
αLseq←N : A⊗N�K�Ψ → A⊗Lseq �H�Φ�A��∼ �→ ��Φ−1� ◦ A� ◦ �Φ��∼ ,and extends it by continuity into a C∗-algebra isomorphism αLseq←N : A⊗N�K�Ψ → A⊗Lseq �H�Φ . Finally,we define the bijective maps σ := σLseq→N ◦σL→Lseq : S⊗(L�H�Φ) → S⊗(N�K�Ψ) and α := αL←Lseq ◦αLseq←N :
A
⊗(N�K�Ψ) → A⊗(L�H�Φ) .Existence and uniqueness of ρ[ψ]. Let ψ = (ψ�)�∈N be a sequence satisfying eq. (2.1.1). We define�ρ[ψ] ∈ S⊗(N�K�Ψ) via:∀� ∈ N� �ρ� := |ψ� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ� � � ψ� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ�| .Then, ρ[ψ] := σ−1��ρ[ψ]� ∈ S⊗(L�H�Φ) fulfills eq. (2.1.2). Reciprocally, if ρ ∈ S⊗(L�H�Φ) fulfills eq. (2.1.2),then σ (ρ) = �ρ[ψ] (this can be checked recursively on �), hence ρ = ρ[ψ] . �
Supposing that the projective system of quantum state spaces under consideration has been ob-
tained through the quantization of a factorizing system of symplectic manifolds (eg. along the
lines of [9, section 3]), and that the latter forms a rendering [8, def. 2.6] of some classical, con-
tinuum phase space M∞ , we can use this technique to construct a semi-classical state centered
on a classical point �∞ ∈ M∞ . To this intend, the vector ψ�+1 ∈ Hη�+1→η� should be chosen
as a semi-classical state centered around the point �η�+1→η� ∈ Mη�+1→η� , computed from �∞ via��η�+1→η� � �η�� := �η�+1→η� ��η�+1� := �η�+1→η� ◦ π∞→η�+1(�∞) .
For small �, we can think of the coarse labels η� as describing some collective, macroscopic
degrees of freedom, so that the prescription above offers a concrete implementation of the approach
advocated in [17] : namely, we start by forming states having good peaking properties at macroscopic
scales, and, going down step by step toward smaller and smaller scales, we impose, at each step,
as much semi-classicality as the Heisenberg uncertainty relations will allow (taking heed of the
already fixed behavior at larger scales). This is readily achieved here because the largest part of the
work was done beforehand while setting up the factorizing system, by identifying the degrees of
freedom in η�+1 that commute with the ones from η� (recall the discussion before [8, prop. 2.10]):
those are precisely the variables on which semi-classicality can be imposed independently of the
already chosen state on η� .
We can then ask whether a semi-classical state constructed this way would belong to the induc-
tive limit Hilbert space arising from a choice of vacuum state [9, prop. 2.8]. Assuming this vacuum
is itself a factorized pure state, the characterization given in [9, theorem 2.9] can be reformulated
into the condition 2.2.3 below. In particular, if the vacuum state is a momentum eigenstate, like the
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Ashtekar-Lewandowski vacuum, a factorized semi-classical state could only be made an element
of the corresponding inductive limit by deteriorating the semi-classicality of ψ� : eg. if ψ� is taken
as a coherent state, controlled by a semi-classicality parameter that determines the repartition of
the quantum uncertainties between position and momentum variables, this parameter will have
to be shifted fast enough, as � grows, toward maximally peaked momenta and maximally spread
positions. By contrast, if the vacuum state is itself a coherent state, like the Fock vacuum, the
condition 2.2.3 can be interpreted as delimiting a domain in the classical projective limit [8, def. 2.3]
such that, for �∞ belonging to this domain, the factorized semi-classical state centered around �∞
will belong to the corresponding inductive limit: assuming the vacuum is centered around 0, this
requires that �η�+1→η� tends to 0 fast enough. The question will then be whether the image of M∞
in the projective limit [8, prop. 2.7] happens to be contained in this admissible domain.
Finally, we also notice that the tensor product factors Hη�+1→η� can be arranged into an infinite
tensor product (ITP, see [27, 26] and [9, theorem 2.11]), and, not surprisingly, all factorized states
do belong to this ITP. Still, as we will argue below, working with a projective state space instead of
an ITP Hilbert space allows to overcome certain limitations of the ITP construction, in particular
with respect to universality (prop. 3.4).
To comment on the relation with the Algebraic Quantum Gravity framework (AQG, see [4] and
the brief explanation at the end of the introduction), note that, while a primary motivation for
introducing an ITP Hilbert space in AQG was the availability of factorized coherent states very
similar to the one discussed above, an important difference lies in the type of tensor product
factors we are using: the building blocs of the ITP in AQG describe individual, microscopic degrees
of freedom, meant to represent the smallest atoms of a quantum geometry (presumably at Plank
scale), instead of holding complementary degrees of freedom added step by step as we refine our
description from macroscopic to microscopic scales.
Proposition 2.2 We consider the same objects as in prop. 2.1. We denote by Hseq the infinitetensor product of (J�)�∈N (see [27] and [9, theorem 2.11]). There exist a map σseq : Sseq → S⊗(L�H�Φ)and an algebra morphism αseq : A⊗(L�H�Φ) → Aseq (Sseq , resp. Aseq , being the space of non-negativetraceclass operators, resp. the algebra of bounded operators, on Hseq) such that:
∀ρ ∈ Sseq � ∀A ∈ A⊗(L�H�Φ) � TrHseq ρ αseq(A) = Tr σseq(ρ)A .Similarly, for any sequence ψ satisfying eq. (2.1.1), we denote by H[ψ] the GNS representationof A⊗(L�H�Φ) arising from the state ρ[ψ] (see [9, props. 2.4 and 2.8]). There exist an injective mapσ[ψ] : S[ψ] → S⊗(L�H�Φ) and an algebra morphism α[ψ] : A⊗(L�H�Φ) → A[ψ] (S[ψ] , resp. A[ψ] , being the spaceof non-negative traceclass operators, resp. the algebra of bounded operators, on H[ψ]) such that:
∀ρ ∈ S[ψ] � ∀A ∈ A⊗(L�H�Φ) � TrH[ψ] ρ α[ψ](A) = Tr σ[ψ](ρ)A .Moreover, ρ[ψ] ∈ σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� and σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� ⊂ σseq �Sseq� (with S[ψ] , resp. Sseq , the space of densitymatrices on H[ψ] , resp. Hseq).Let ψ� ψ� be two sequences satisfying eq. (2.1.1). The following statements are equivalents:
1. ρ[ψ�] ∈ σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� ;
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2. σ[ψ� ] �S[ψ� ]� = σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� ;
3. ∞��=0
�1− �� �ψ� | ψ���J� ��� < ∞ .
Proof Construction of H[ψ] , σ[ψ] and α[ψ] . We define:
Z⊗(N�J) := �(ψ�)�∈N �� ∀� ∈ N� ψ� ∈ J� & �ψ��J� = 1� .Let ψ ∈ Z⊗(N�J) and let �ρ[ψ] ∈ S⊗(N�K�Ψ) be defined as in the proof of prop. 2.1. Let H[ψ] be the GNSrepresentation of A⊗(N�K�Ψ) arising from the state �ρ[ψ] . From [9, prop. 2.8 and theorem 2.9], thereexist an injective map �σ[ψ] : S[ψ] → S⊗(N�K�Ψ) and a C∗-algebra morphism �α[ψ] : A⊗(N�K�Ψ) → A[ψ] , suchthat TrH[ψ] � · �α[ψ]( · )� = Tr ��σ[ψ]( · ) · ) . Moreover, we have:
�σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� := ���ρ���∈N ∈ S⊗(N�K�Ψ) ���� sup�∈N inf��>��ζ��→���� �TrK� �ρ��� ζ��→�� = Tr �ρ = 1
� ,
where ∀� < �� ∈ N� ζ��→� := ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ�+1 ∈ K��→� .Using the Tr-intertwined bijective maps σ and α defined in the proof of prop. 2.1, we can identify
H[ψ] with the GNS representation of A⊗(L�H�Φ) arising from the state ρ[ψ] , and define the injective mapσ[ψ] := σ−1◦�σ[ψ] : S[ψ] → S⊗(L�H�Φ) , as well as the algebra morphism α[ψ] := �α[ψ]◦α−1 : A⊗(L�H�Φ) → A[ψ] .We then have TrH[ψ] � · α[ψ]( · )� = Tr �σ[ψ]( · ) · ) , and:
σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� := ��ρη�η∈L ∈ S⊗(L�H�Φ) ���� sup�∈N inf��>��ζ��→���� �TrK� �Φ�� ◦ ρη�� ◦ �Φ−1�� � ζ��→�� = Tr ρ = 1
� .
(2.2.1)In particular, ρ[ψ] ∈ σ[ψ] �S[ψ]�.
Comparing σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� and σ[ψ� ] �S[ψ� ]�. Let ψ� ψ� ∈ Z⊗(N�J) . Since ρ[ψ�] ∈ σ[ψ� ] �S[ψ� ]�, statement 2.2.2implies statement 2.2.1. We suppose that statement 2.2.1 holds. Then, the characterization aboveimplies:
1 = sup�∈N inf��>� ����ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ�+1��ψ��� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ��+1����2
= sup�∈N inf��>�
��
k=�+1
��� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk ���2 .
This can only holds if there exists N ∈ N such that ∀k � N� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk �= 0. Then, for any k � N ,0 < ��� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk ��� � �ψk�Jk �ψ�k�Jk = 1, so that 0 � − log ��� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk ��� < ∞. Hence, we get:
0 = inf��N ∞�k=�+1
�− log ��� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk ���� ,
in other words ∞��=N+1
� − log ��� �ψ� | ψ���J� ���� converges. Then, using that log � � � − 1 for � ∈
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] 0� ∞ [ , this implies that:
∞�
�=N+1
�1− ��� �ψ� | ψ���J� ����
converges, hence statement 2.2.3 holds.Reciprocally, we now suppose that 2.2.3 holds. Let ρ ∈ σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� and let ε > 0. Then, thereexists N ∈ N such that:
∀�� > N� 1− ε � �ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψN+1��� �TrKN �Φ�� ◦ ρη�� ◦ �Φ−1�� �ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψN+1� .Thus, for any � � N and any �� > �, we have:
1− ε � �ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψN+1��� �TrKN �Φ�� ◦ ρη�� ◦ �Φ−1�� �ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψN+1�
= �ψ��⊗� � �⊗ψ�+1⊗� � �⊗ψN+1��� �TrKN �Φ�� ◦ρη�� ◦�Φ−1�� �ψ��⊗� � �⊗ψ�+1⊗� � �⊗ψN+1�
�
�ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ�+1��� TrK�→N�TrKN �Φ�� ◦ ρη�� ◦ �Φ−1�� �ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ�+1�
= �ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ�+1��� �TrK� �Φ�� ◦ ρη�� ◦ �Φ−1�� �ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ�+1� .
Let � � N , �� > �, ζ��→� := ψ�� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ�+1 , ζ���→� := ψ��� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ��+1 and ρ��→� := TrK� ��Φ�� ◦ρη�� ◦ �Φ−1�� � . We have:1− �ζ���→���ρ��→� ζ���→�� == 1− �ζ��→���ρ��→� ζ��→�� + TrK��→� ρ��→� ���ζ��→���ζ��→���− ��ζ���→���ζ���→����
� ε + �����ζ��→���ζ��→���− ��ζ���→���ζ���→������
A��→� , (2.2.2)where � · �A��→� denotes the operator norm on K��→� and we have used that ρ��→� is a densitymatrix on K��→� (as ρ ∈ σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� ⊂ S⊗(L�H�Φ) ). Now, �ζ��→��K��→� = �ζ���→��K��→� = 1, so:�����ζ��→���ζ��→���− ��ζ���→���ζ���→������
A��→� = infθ∈[0�2π[ �����ζ��→���ζ��→���− ����θ ζ���→�����θ ζ���→������A��→�
� 2 infθ∈[0�2π[ ��ζ��→� − ��θ ζ���→���K��→�
= 2√2�1− �� �ζ��→� | ζ���→��K��→� �� . (2.2.3)
Let ε1 := min(ε� 2) > 0 and ε2 := − log�1− ε218
� > 0. Making use of statement 2.2.3, let
N� � N such that:�
k= N� + 1∞
�1− �� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk ��� � ε22 .
In particular, this implies:
∀k > N�� �� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk �� ∈ �1− log 22 � 1
� ⊂ �12 � 1
� .
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Using that log� � = 1/� � 2 for any � ∈ [1/2� 1] , we thus get:
∀k > N�� − log �� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk �� � 2 �1− �� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk ��� .Therefore, we have, for any �� > N�:
− log �� �ζ��→N� | ζ���→N��K��→N� �� � −�k= N� + 1∞ log �� �ψk | ψ�k�Jk �� � ε2 ,and, using the definition of ε2 :
1− �� �ζ��→N� | ζ���→N��K��→N� �� � ε28 . (2.2.4)Finally, for �� > N�, combining eqs. (2.2.2), (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) yields:
1− �ζ���→N���ρ��→N� ζ���→N�� � ε + 2√2�1− �� �ζ��→N� | ζ���→N��K��→N� �� � 2 ε .Hence, we get:sup�∈N inf��>� �ζ���→���ρ��→� ζ���→�� � 1− 2 ε .Since this holds for any ε > 0 and the right hand side is bounded above by 1 (for Tr ρ = 1),ρ ∈ σ[ψ� ] �S[ψ� ]� . Thus, we have proved that σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� ⊂ σ[ψ� ] �S[ψ� ]�, and, statement 2.2.3 beingsymmetric in ψ� ψ� , we can prove as well σ[ψ� ] �S[ψ� ]� ⊂ σ[ψ] �S[ψ]�, ie. statement 2.2.2 holds.
Construction of Hseq , σseq and αseq . Like in the proof of [9, theorem 2.11], the ITP Hseq of (J�)�∈Ncan be written as:
Hseq =�[|ψ |] H[|ψ |] ,where the [|ψ |] are the equivalence classes in Z⊗(N�J) for the equivalence relation:
(ψ�)�∈N � (ψ��)�∈N ⇔ ��∈N ��1− �ψ�� � ψ��J� �� < ∞ ,and the Hilbert space H[|ψ |] can be identified with H[ψ] for some representative ψ of [|ψ |] (to checkthat the inductive limit mentioned in the proof of [9, theorem 2.11] coincides with the one defining
H[ψ] , as described in [9, prop. 2.8], we notice that the subsets of N of the form {0� � � � � �} for some� ∈ N constitute a cofinal part, with respect to the inclusion order, in the set of all finite subsetsof N). We choose such a representative ψ for each equivalence class [|ψ |] and we define:
σseq : Sseq → S⊗(L�H�Φ)ρ �→ �[|ψ |] σ[ψ]�Π[|ψ |] ρΠ[|ψ |]� ,where, for any equivalence class [|ψ |] , Π[|ψ |] denotes the orthogonal projection on H[|ψ |] ≈ H[ψ] .Note that the sum over [|ψ |] is absolutely convergent in trace-norm, since, for each [|ψ |] , Π[|ψ |] ρΠ[|ψ |]is a non-negative traceclass operator and we have �[|ψ |]TrH[ψ] �Π[|ψ |] ρΠ[|ψ |]� = TrHseq ρ < ∞. Wealso define:
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αseq : A⊗(L�H�Φ) → AseqA �→ �[|ψ |] Π[|ψ |] α[ψ]�A�Π[|ψ |] .Again, the sum involved converges, because the projections Π[|ψ |] are mutually orthogonal. We have,for any ρ ∈ Sseq and any A ∈ A⊗(L�H�Φ) :TrHseq �ρ αseq(A)� = Tr �σseq(ρ)A� ,as follows from the corresponding property fulfilled by each pair σ[ψ] � α[ψ] .Now, let ψ� ∈ Z⊗(N�J) and let ψ be the representative chosen in [|ψ� |] . The definition of � impliesthat statement 2.2.3 holds for ψ� ψ� , hence:σ[ψ� ] �S[ψ� ]� = σ[ψ] �S[ψ]� ⊂ σseq �Sseq� .
Note. The detailed description of the mapping from the state space of the ITP into the projectivestate space obtained for this proof, in particular the characterization of which super-selection sectorsof the ITP are sent onto identical images (owing to the equivalence relation from statement 2.2.3being strictly coarser than the relation � , as the latter is sensible to the relative phase of thefactors ψ� , while the former is not), could be easily generalized to the situation considered in [9,theorem 2.11] (with possibly uncountably many tensor product factors). �
The non-existence of narrow states in the G = R case [11, prop. 2.14] indirectly proves that the
label set L�� defined in [7, def. 2.14] does not admit a countable cofinal subset (otherwise, such
states could be constructed as described above): indeed, this can be checked directly.
Proposition 2.3 Let L�� be the directed label set defined in [7, def. 2.14]. L�� is uncountable andfor any η� ∈ L��:
L��[η�] := {η ∈ L�� | η � η�}is finite. Hence, L�� does not admit any countable cofinal subset.Proof L�� is uncountable. Let Ψ : U → V be an analytical coordinate patch on Σ, with U an openneighborhood of 0 in R�, ε > 0 such that B(�)ε ⊂ U , and, for any τ �= τ� ∈ [0� 2] , �˘τ�τ� be definedas in the proof of [11, prop. 2.14]. For any τ ∈ ] 0� 1 [, let �−τ , resp. �+τ , be the edge correspondingto �˘τ�0 , resp. �˘τ�1 , and Sτ be the surface corresponding to S˘τ ≡ �˘τ�2 . We have, for any τ ∈ ] 0� 1 [ :�(�−τ ) ∩ �(�+τ ) = �Ψ( ετ2 � 0)� = {�(�−τ )} = {�(�+τ )} � �−τ ↓ Sτ & �+τ ↑ Sτ ,hence ητ := (γτ � λτ ) ∈ L��, with:γτ := {�−τ � �+τ } ∈ Lgraphs & λτ := � {Sτ} �∼ ∈ Lprofls .Moreover, for any (τ� �)� (τ�� ��) ∈ ] 0� 1 [× {0� 1} , we have:
�˘τ�� ∼ �˘τ���� ⇒ �(�˘τ��) = �(�˘τ����) ⇒ � ετ2 � ε�2 � = � ετ�2 � ε��2 � ⇒ (τ� �) = (τ�� ��) ,hence ητ = ητ� ⇔ τ = τ�. Since ] 0� 1 [ is uncountable, so is L��.
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The part below any label η� is finite. Let γ� ∈ Lgraphs and let N = #γ�. For any γ � γ�, we define:
Aγ�(γ) := ����γ�→�(1)� εγ�→�(1)�� � � � � ��γ�→�(�γ�→�)� εγ�→�(�γ�→�)�� ��� � ∈ γ� ⊂ �1���N �γ� ×{±1} �� ,where, for any � ∈ γ, �γ�→� , εγ�→� and �γ�→� have been defined in [7, prop. 3.2], and �γ�→� � N for�γ�→� is injective {1� � � � � �γ�→�} → γ�. We have:
γ = �(���)ε�� ◦ � � � ◦ (��1)ε�1 ��� �(��1 � ε�1)� � � � � (��� � ε��)� ∈ Aγ�(γ)� ,
hence Aγ� is injective from Lgraphs[γ�] := {γ ∈ Lgraphs | γ � γ�} into the set of parts of �1���N(γ� ×{±1})� , so:
#Lgraphs[γ�] � 2 (2N)N+1−2N2N−1 < ∞ .
Next, let λ� ∈ Lprofls and let N� = #F(λ�). For any λ � λ�, we define:Hλ�(λ) := �Hλ�→F �� F = F⊥ ◦ F� F ∈ F(λ)� ⊂ P(F(λ�)) ,where, for any F ∈ F(λ), F⊥, F and Hλ�→F have been defined in [7, prop. 3.3], and P(F(λ�)) denotesthe set of parts of F(λ�). Let F ∈ F(λ). Since λ � λ�, there exist F�1 � � � � � F �� ∈ F(λ�) (� � 1) suchthat:
F = F� (λ) ◦ ��=1 F�� ,and for any � ∈ {1� � � � � �} , F�� ∈ Hλ�→F (see the proof of [7, prop. 3.3]). Moreover, for anyF� ∈ Hλ�→F ⊂ F(λ�) , there exists, by definition of F(λ�) [7, prop. 2.11], � ∈ F�, and there exists, bydefinition of Hλ�→F , � ∈ {1� � � � � �} such that � = ��� ◦ �� with �� ∈ F�� . Thus, using [7, props. 2.8.6and 2.11.1], F�� = F�. Hence, {F �1 � � � � � F ��} = Hλ�→F , in other words:F = F� (λ) ◦ �F�∈Hλ�→F F � . (2.3.1)Now, using [7, props. 2.11.2 and 2.11.3], we get:
F� (λ) = F� (λ) ◦ �H∈Hλ� (λ)
�
F�∈H F �
⊥ =  �H∈Hλ� (λ)
�
F�∈H F �
⊥ .
Together with eq. (2.3.1) and [7, def. 2.12], this ensures that Hλ� is injective from Lprofls[λ�] := {λ ∈
Lprofls | λ � λ�} into the set of parts of P(F(λ�)), hence:
#Lprofls[λ�] � 22N� < ∞ .
Finally, for any η� = (γ�� λ�) ∈ L��, L��[η�] ⊂ Lgraphs[γ�]× Lprofls[λ�], so:
#L��[η�] � 22N+ (2N)N+1−2N2N−1 < ∞,where N := #γ� = #F(λ). In particular, if L� is a cofinal subset of L��, we have:
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L�� = �η�∈L�L��[η�],so L� must be uncountable. �
The problem with the label set L�� is basically that the slightest deformation or displacement of an
edge (or surface) yields an observable, which, according to the structure set up in [7, subsection 3.1],
is completely independent of the original one. As argued at the beginning of the present section, this
is physically not justifiable and the task of the next subsection will therefore be to formalize the idea
that, whenever two edges (or surfaces) are related to each other by an infinitesimal deformation,
they should be considered indistinguishable. This will allow us to cut down the algebra to a
countable cardinal, while preserving both universality and diffeomorphism-invariance.
2.2 Quasi-cofinal sequences: definition and properties
This subsection intends to clarify, in a general setting, which requirements should an increasing
sequence of labels satisfy to ensure that it captures the whole algebra of observables, up to small
deformations. To give a precise meaning to this notion of ‘small deformations’, closeness of
observables will be defined with respect to a (topological) group a transformations acting on the
algebra. Our definition for the action of a group on a projective system (def. 2.5) is inspired by [14,
section 3.5] .
We call such sequences quasi-cofinal, to underline their affinity with cofinal sequences, which,
as recalled in the previous subsection, capture the whole algebra exactly. Indeed, as we will show
below, a rather innocent-looking condition (def. 2.7.3), which can be understood as ‘cofinality up to
small deformations’, is sufficient to prove two strong results:
• the projective system of quantum state spaces obtained by restricting the label set to a quasi-
cofinal sequence is universal: it only depends on the original projective system and on the
action of the group of transformations (theorem 2.8);
• and any transformation in this group can be approximated by a transformation acting on the
restricted projective system (prop. 2.9).
Since the initial label set will eventually be restricted to a part admitting an increasing cofinal
sequence (and thus automatically directed, for N� � is directed), we can afford to start from a very
large, ‘extended’ label set L(ext), which will not even be required to be directed: there can sometimes
be a tension between ensuring the pivotal three-spaces consistency condition [9, eq. (2.1.1) and
fig. 2.1], and preserving the directedness of the label set, so that it might prove convenient to
initially relax this requirement (we will come back to how this added flexibility could be exploited
in the outlook).
To make the abstract construction of the present subsection clearer, it will be sufficient for now
to imagine L(ext) to be the semi-analytical version of L�� and the group of transformations T to
consist of all semi-analytic diffeomorphisms (see [25, section IV.20] , as well as the beginning of [7,
subsection 3.2]). In contrast to fully analytic diffeomorphisms, semi-analytic ones can be local, so
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are usable as small deformations, and while the group of semi-analytic diffeomorphisms do act on
the algebra generated by L�� (since, as underlined many times in [7], this algebra is identical to the
one generated by semi-analytical labels), its action is easier to write down if we use semi-analytical
labels: in particular, it can then be put in the convenient form described in def. 2.5.
Definition 2.4 A projective pre-system of quantum state spaces is a quintuple:�
L(ext)� �Hη�η∈L(ext) � �Hη�→η�η�η� � �Φη�→η�η�η� � �Φη��→η�→η�η�η��η���where L(ext) is a pre-ordered set (not necessarily directed) and the rest of [9, def. 2.1] holds. When-ever possible, we will use the shortened notation �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗ instead of �L(ext)� �Hη�η∈L(ext) ��
Hη�→η�η�η� � �Φη�→η�η�η� � �Φη��→η�→η�η�η��η�� �.For any η � η� ∈ L(ext), we define Trη�→η : Sη� → Sη and ιη�←η : Aη → Aη� as in [9, defs. 2.2 and2.3]. From [9, eq. (2.1.1)], we have, for any η � η� � η�� :Trη��→η = Trη�→η ◦ Trη��→η� & ιη��←η = ιη��←η� ◦ ιη�←η .
Definition 2.5 Let �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗ be a projective pre-system of quantum state spaces and let Tbe a group. An action of T on �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗ is an action T � η �→ Tη of T on L(ext) together withfamilies �Uη�η∈L(ext) and �Uη�→η�η�η� such that:
1. ∀T ∈ T, ∀η ∈ L(ext), Uη(T ) is an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces Hη → HTη ;
2. ∀T ∈ T, ∀η � η� ∈ L(ext), Tη � Tη� and Uη�→η(T ) is an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces
Hη�→η → HTη�→Tη , such that:
ΦTη�→Tη ◦ Uη�(T ) = �Uη�→η(T )⊗ Uη(T )� ◦ Φη�→η ;
3. for any η ∈ L(ext),
∀T � T � ∈ T� UTη(T−1) = Uη(T )−1 & UTη(T �) ◦ Uη(T ) = Uη(T ��T ) ,and for any η � η� ∈ L(ext) :∀T � T � ∈ T� UTη�→Tη(T−1) = Uη�→η(T )−1 & UTη�→Tη(T �) ◦ Uη�→η(T ) = Uη�→η(T ��T ) .In particular, for any η ∈ L(ext), Uη(1) = idHη and, for any η � η� ∈ L(ext), Uη�→η(1) = idHη�→η .For any η ∈ L(ext) and any T ∈ T, we define T� : Sη → STη , resp. Aη → ATη , via:∀ρη ∈ Sη � T�ρη := Uη(T ) ρη Uη(T )−1 , resp. ∀Aη ∈ Aη � T�Aη := Uη(T )Aη Uη(T )−1 .
From assumption 2.5.3, � is a group action of T on �η∈L(ext)Aη , and, from assumption 2.5.2, we have,for any η � η� ∈ L(ext) and any T ∈ T :
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TrTη�→Tη �T� · � = T��Trη�→η ( · )� & ιTη�←Tη�T� · � = T��ιη�←η( · )� . (2.5.1)
Proposition 2.6 Let �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗ be a projective pre-system of quantum state spaces and let Tbe a topological group acting on �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗. We denote by A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ the set of all subsets in�
η∈L(ext)Aη , and we define, for any open neighborhood V of 1 in T :
UV := �(Y � Y �) ∈ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ ×A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ ��� Y � ⊂ V�Y & Y ⊂ V−1�Y �� ,
where V−1 := �T−1 �� T ∈ V� and, for any Y ∈ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ , V�Y := {T�A | T ∈ V � A ∈ Y} .The set �U �� ∃V open neighborhood of 1 in T �UV ⊂ U� is a uniform structure on �η∈L(ext)Aη[2, def. IX.11.1]. For any Y � Y � ∈ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ , we say that Y � is V -close to Y if (Y � Y �) ∈ UV .
Proof To prove that �U �� ∃V open neighborhood of 1 in T �UV ⊂ U� is a uniform structure, weneed to prove that:
1. for any open neighborhood V of 1 in T, �(Y � Y ) ��� Y ∈ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/� ⊂ UV ;
2. for any open neighborhoods V1 � V2 of 1 in T, there exists an open neighborhood W of 1 in Tsuch that UW ⊂ UV1 ∩ UV2 ;3. for any open neighborhood V of 1 in T, there exists an open neighborhood W of 1 in T suchthat:�(Y � Y �) ∈ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ ×A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ ��� ∃Y �� ∈ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ � (Y � Y ��)� (Y �� Y ��) ∈ UW� ⊂ UV ,which can be rewritten as:�(Y � Y �) ∈ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ ×A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ ��� (Y ∪ Y �) ⊂ W−1� (W�Y ∩ W�Y �)� ⊂ UV .
Def. 2.5.3 ensures that for any A ∈ �η∈L(ext)Aη , 1�A = A, so statement 2.6.1 holds. Next, for any openneighborhoods V1 � V2 of 1 in T, W := V1 ∩ V2 is an open neighborhood of 1 in T and we haveW−1 = V−11 ∩ V−12 , so UW ⊂ UV1 ∩ UV2 , hence statement 2.6.2 holds.Let V be an open neighborhood of 1 in T. Since V is a topological group T � T � �→ (T �)−1 � T iscontinuous, hence:�W := �(T � T �) ∈ T × T �� (T �)−1 � T ∈ V�is an open neighborhood of (1� 1) in T × T. Then, there exists open neighborhoods W��W �� of 1 in
T such that W� ×W �� ⊂ �W . Defining W := W� ∩W ��, W is also an open neighborhood of 1 in T,and we have:∀Y ∈ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ � W−1� (W�Y ) ⊂ (V ∩ V−1)�Y .Thus, for any Y � Y � ∈ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ , we get:W−1� (W�Y ∩ W�Y �) ⊂ �W−1� (W�Y )� ∩ �W−1� (W�Y �)� ⊂ (V�Y ) ∩ (V−1�Y �) ,
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We symbolically represent the quasi-cofinal sequence by finer and finer grids (in black)
and the label to be approximated by thick line segments (in gray)
Figure 2.1 – Deforming the quasi-cofinal sequence to adapt it to an arbitrary label, while preserving
all parts that are already in place
which proves statement 2.6.3. �
A first idea to express the notion of an increasing sequence (κ�)� being ‘cofinal up to small
deformations’ would be to require that, for any label η� ∈ L(ext), an arbitrarily small deformation of
the sequence (κ�)� should be sufficient to make η� a sublabel of some sufficiently fine κ� . However, it
turns out that a slighly stronger ‘quasi-cofinality’ condition (def. 2.7.3) can be much more powerful,
leading to the advertised results regarding universality of the restricted projective system and
approximation of the transformations in T. The key adjustment, that will be crucial to prove these
results, is to require that, whenever η� have some parts that are already adapted to the quasi-cofinal
sequence, the small deformation mentioned above should leave these parts untouched (fig. 2.1).
Definition 2.7 Let �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗ be a projective pre-system of quantum state spaces and let Tbe a topological group acting on �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗. A quasi-cofinal sequence in L(ext) with respect tothis action is a sequence (κ�)�∈N in L(ext) such that:1. κ� is a least element in L(ext), ie. ∀η ∈ L(ext)� κ� � η ;
2. (κ�)�∈N is increasing, ie. ∀� � �� ∈ N� κ� � κ�� ;
3. for any open neighborhood V of 1 in T, any � ∈ N and any η� � η ∈ L(ext) such that η � κ� ,there exists �� � � and T ∈ V such that:
Tη = η � Uη(T ) = idHη & η� � Tκ�� .For any quasi-cofinal sequence κ = (κ�)�∈N , we define:
L[κ ] := �η ∈ L(ext) �� ∃� ∈ N� η � κ�� .
L[κ ] is a directed set (for N is), so that �L[κ ]�H�Φ� is a projective system of quantum state spaces.
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By construction, {κ� | � ∈ N} is cofinal in L[κ ].
While the choice of a quasi-cofinal sequence is far from unique (if only because omitting terms
will not void the requirements of def. 2.7), we now want to show that the resulting projective system
does not depend on this choice. More precisely, the projective systems defined from two different
quasi-cofinal sequences (κ�)� and (λ�)� can be matched through an arbitrarily small deformation.
The idea of the proof is to interlace the two sequences, by applying small deformations to both(κ�)� and (λ�)� : we will then be able to identify their associated projective systems using the
same extension/restriction routine that we used repeatedly, eg. in [9, subsection 2.2]. Here is the
reason why we insisted, in the formulation of the quasi-cofinality property 2.7.3, to protect against
deformation any part of the quasi-cofinal sequence that happens to be already adapted to the target
label: this allows us to recursively construct the required deformations of (κ�)� and (λ�)� , by
alternately adapting (κ�)� to a certain λ� , and, in the next step, (λ�)� to a certain κ� .
Theorem 2.8 Let �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗ be a projective pre-system of quantum state spaces and let T be atopological group acting on �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗. Let κ = (κ�)�∈N and λ = (λ�)�∈N be two quasi-cofinalsequences in L(ext) with respect to this action. Then, there exist, for any open neighborhood V of 1 in
T, a bijective map σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) and a C∗-algebra isomorphism α : A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ)such that:
1. for any ρ ∈ S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and any A ∈ A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) , Tr ρ α(A) = Tr σ (ρ)A ;
2. α �A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ)� = A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and for any A ∈ A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ), α(A) is V -close to A (note that A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) �
A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) ⊂ A�/L(ext)�H�Φ/ ).
Proof Sequences of deformations (Tk )k∈N , (Sk )k∈N . We define recursively families (Vk )k∈N ,(Wk )k∈N of open neighborhoods of 1 in T as follows:3. V� and W� are chosen (in a way similar to the proof of prop. 2.6) so that:
∀(T � S) ∈ V� ×W� � T−1 � S ∈ V ;
4. for any k � 1, Vk and Wk are chosen (again in a similar way) so that:∀T � T � ∈ Vk � T � T � ∈ Vk−1 & ∀S� S� ∈ Wk � S � S� ∈ Wk−1 .Next, we define recursively families (�k )k∈N , (�k )k∈N of integers, and families (Tk )k∈N , (Sk )k∈N ofelements in T, in the following way:5. �� := 0, �� := 0, T� := 1 and S� := 1 .
6. For any k � 1, we have κ�k−1 � �T−1k−1 � Sk−1�λ�k−1 (as follows from either point 2.8.5 if k = 1 orfrom point 2.8.7 for the step k − 1 if k > 1) and κ�k−1 � κ�k−1+1 (from def. 2.7.2). Using def. 2.7.3for the cofinal family (κ�)�∈N , we choose �k � �k−1 + 1 and �Tk ∈ Vk such that:�Tkκ�k−1 = κ�k−1 � Uκ�k−1 (�Tk ) = idHκ�k−1 & �T−1k−1 � Sk−1�λ�k−1 � �Tkκ�k ,and, defining Tk := Tk−1 � �Tk , we have:
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Tkκ�k−1 = Tk−1κ�k−1 � Uκ�k−1 (Tk ) = Uκ�k−1 (Tk−1) & Sk−1λ�k−1 � Tkκ�k .
7. For any k � 1, we have λ�k−1 � �S−1k−1 � Tk�κ�k (as follows from point 2.8.6) and λ�k−1 � λ�k−1+1(from def. 2.7.2). Using def. 2.7.3 for the cofinal family (λ�)�∈N , we choose �k � �k−1 + 1 and�Sk ∈ Wk such that:�Skλ�k−1 = λ�k−1 � Uλ�k−1 (�Sk ) = idHλ�k−1 & �S−1k−1 � Tk�κ�k � �Skλ�k ,and, defining Sk := Sk−1 � �Sk , we have:Skλ�k−1 = Sk−1λ�k−1 � Uλ�k−1 (Sk ) = Uλ�k−1 (Sk−1) & Tkκ�k � Skλ�k .For any k ∈ N, we introduce the notations Kk := κ�k & Lk := λ�k , so that we have:TkKk � SkLk � Tk+1Kk+1 ,as well as:Tk+1Kk = TkKk � UKk (Tk+1) = UKk (Tk ) & Sk+1Lk = SkLk � ULk (Sk+1) = ULk (Sk ) .We also define, for any k ∈ N, Rk := S−1k � Tk .Using the definitions of the sequences (Vk )k∈N , (Wk )k∈N and (Tk )k∈N , (Sk )k∈N , we can proverecursively that:∀k ∈ N� ∀T ∈ Vk � Tk � T ∈ V� & ∀S ∈ Wk � Sk � S ∈ W� .Thus, for any k ∈ N, (Tk � Sk ) ∈ V� ×W� (since 1 ∈ Vk ∩ Wk ), so R−1k ∈ V and Rk ∈ V−1.In addition, for any k � 1, we have �k > �k−1 , resp. �k > �k−1 , so the sequence (�k )k∈N ,resp. (�k )k∈N , is strictly increasing, and K := {Kk | k ∈ N} , resp. L := {Lk | k ∈ N} , is cofinalin L[κ ] , resp. L[λ] . Thus, from [9, prop. 2.6], there exist a bijective map σK : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(K�H�Φ) ,resp. σL : S⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L�H�Φ) , and a C∗-algebra isomorphism αK : A⊗(K�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) , resp. αL :
A
⊗(L�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) , such that σK and αK , resp. σL and αL , are Tr-intertwined.
Mapping states. Let ρ ∈ S⊗(K �H�Φ) . For any k ∈ N, we have SkLk � Tk+1Kk+1 , so we can define anon-negative traceclass operator �ρk on HLk via:�ρk := S−1k � �TrTk+1Kk+1→SkLk (Tk+1�ρKk+1)� . (2.8.1)Using SkLk = Sk+1Lk and ULk (Sk ) = ULk (Sk+1) together with eq. (2.5.1) yields:�ρk = TrRk+1Kk+1→Lk �Rk+1�ρKk+1� . (2.8.2)Moreover, from eqs. (2.5.1) and (2.8.1), we get:TrLk+1→Lk �ρk+1 = S−1k � �TrTk+2Kk+2→SkLk Tk+2�ρKk+2�= S−1k � �TrTk+1Kk+1→SkLk �TrTk+2Kk+2→Tk+1Kk+1 Tk+2�ρKk+2��
= S−1k ��TrTk+1Kk+1→SkLk (Tk+1� ρKk+1)� = �ρk ,where we have used Lk � Lk+1 , Sk+1Lk = SkLk and ULk (Sk+1) = ULk (Sk ) in the first line,SkLk � Tk+1Kk+1 = Tk+2Kk+1 � Tk+2Kk+2 in the second, and UKk+1(Tk+2) = UKk+1(Tk+1) and
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TrKk+2→Kk+1 ρKk+2 = ρKk+1 in the third.Now, for any k � k� ∈ N, this allows to prove recursively:TrLk�→Lk �ρk� = �ρk , (2.8.3)so for any k� k� ∈ N, such that Lk � Lk� , either k � k�, in which case eq. (2.8.3) holds, or k > k�,in which case Lk � Lk� � Lk , so TrLk�→Lk = �TrLk→Lk��−1 and eq. (2.8.3) follows from the equality fork� � k . In particular, if Lk = Lk� , �ρk� = �ρk . Thus, the map:σK→L : S⊗(K�H�Φ) → S⊗(L�H�Φ)�ρKk�Kk∈K �→ �TrRk+1Kk+1→Lk (Rk+1�ρKk+1)�Lk∈L ,is well-defined as a map S⊗(K�H�Φ) → S⊗(L�H�Φ) .Mapping observables. Let ALk ∈ ALk . Since Sk+1Lk = SkLk � Tk+1Kk+1 and ULk (Sk+1) = ULk (Sk ),we have, using eq. (2.5.1) :�(ALk )k+1 := ιKk+1←R−1k+1Lk�R−1k+1�ALk� = T−1k+1� �ιTk+1Kk+1←SkLk (Sk�ALk )� ∈ AKk+1 .Next, let ALk+1 = ιLk+1←Lk (ALk ) ∈ ALk+1 . In a way similar to the computation of TrLk+1→Lk �ρk+1 above,we have:
�(ALk+1)k+2 = T−1k+2� �ιTk+2Kk+2←Tk+1Kk+1 ◦ ιTk+1Kk+1←SkLk (Sk�ALk )�∼K T−1k+1� �ιTk+1Kk+1←SkLk (Sk�ALk )� = �(ALk )k+1 ,with ∼K defined as in [9, eq. (2.3.2)] for the projective system (K� H� Φ)⊗.We can then prove recursively that for any k � k� and any ALk ∈ ALk , ALk� := ιLk�←Lk (ALk ) ∈ ALk� :�(ALk )k+1 ∼K �(ALk� )k�+1 .Now, for any k� k� ∈ N and any ALk ∈ ALk , ALk� ∈ ALk� such that ALk ∼L ALk� (with ∼L defined as in[9, eq. (2.3.2)] for the projective system (L� H� Φ)⊗ ), there exists �k ∈ N such that L�k � Lk � Lk� andιL�k←Lk (ALk ) = ιL�k←Lk� (ALk� ) . Hence, there exists k�� � k� k���k , such that ιLk��←Lk (ALk ) = ιLk��←Lk� (ALk� ) =:ALk�� , and:�(ALk )k+1 ∼K �(ALk�� )k��+1 ∼K �(ALk� )k�+1 .Thus, the map:
αL→K : A⊗(L�H�Φ) → A⊗(K�H�Φ)�ALk�∼L �→ �ιKk+1←R−1k+1Lk (R−1k+1�ALk )�∼K ,is well-defined as an isometric ∗-algebra morphism A⊗(L�H�Φ) → A⊗(K�H�Φ) , and it can be extendedby continuity into a C∗-algebra morphism A⊗(L�H�Φ) → A⊗(K�H�Φ) . Moreover, αL→K and the previouslydefined map σK→L are Tr-intertwined.Inverse mapping. In a similar fashion, we can define the maps:
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σL→K : S⊗(L�H�Φ) → S⊗(K�H�Φ)�ρLk�Lk∈L �→ �TrR−1k Lk→Kk (R−1k �ρLk )�Kk∈K ,and: αK→L : A⊗(K�H�Φ) → A⊗(L�H�Φ)�AKk�∼K �→ �ιLk←RkKk (Rk�AKk )�∼L .We have σK→L ◦ σL→K = idS⊗(L�H�Φ) and σL→K ◦ σK→L = idS⊗(K�H�Φ) , hence σK→L is bijective withσ−1K→L = σL→K . Similarly, αL→K ◦ αK→L = idA⊗(K�H�Φ) and αK→L ◦ αL→K = idA⊗(L�H�Φ) , hence αL→K isbijective with α−1L→K = αK→L .
Closeness. We define the bijective map σ := σ−1L ◦ σK→L ◦ σK : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) , and theC∗-algebra isomorphism α := αK ◦ αL→K ◦ α−1L : A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) . Let A ∈ A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) and�A := α(A) ∈ A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) .Let η ∈ L[λ] and Aη ∈ Aη , such that Aη ∈ A. Let � ∈ N such that η � λ� and k ∈ Nsuch that � � �k . Let Ak := ιLk←η(Aη) ∈ ALk and �Ak+1 := ιKk+1←R−1k+1Lk (R−1k+1�ALk ) ∈ AKk+1 . Wehave �A = ��Ak+1�∼
L[κ ] . In particular, �A ∈ A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) . Moreover, �Ak+1 = ιKk+1←R−1k+1η(R−1k+1�Aη) andR−1k+1η � R−1k+1Lk � Kk+1 , so R−1k+1η ∈ L[κ ] and R−1k+1�Aη ∈ �A . Since Rk+1 ∈ V−1, Aη ∈ V−1��A.Therefore, A ⊂ V−1��A.Similarly, for any �A ∈ A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) , A := α−1(�A) ∈ A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) and �A ⊂ V�A, which proves statement2.8.2. �
It is an immediate corollary of the just proven universality result that any transformation T ∈ T
can be approximated, at an arbitrary precision, by a transformation that stabilizes the restricted
projective system over a quasi-cofinal sequence (κ�)� : indeed, T maps (κ�)� to a new quasi-cofinal
sequence (λ�)� , and the projective system over (λ�)� can then, by universality, be deformed back
into the one over (κ�)� .
Proposition 2.9 Let �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗ be a projective pre-system of quantum state spaces and let T bea topological group acting on �L(ext)�H�Φ�⊗. Let κ = (κ�)�∈N be a quasi-cofinal sequence in L(ext)with respect to this action. Then, there exist, for any T ∈ T and any open neighborhood V of 1 in
T, a bijective map σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and a C∗-algebra isomorphism α : A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ)such that:
1. for any ρ ∈ S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and any A ∈ A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) , Tr ρ A = Tr σ (ρ) α(A) ;
2. α �A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ)� = A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and for any A ∈ A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ), α(A) is V -close to T�A := {T�A• | A• ∈ A}.
Proof Let T ∈ T and let V be an open neighborhood of 1 in T. For any � ∈ N, we defineκ� := Tκ� . For any η ∈ L(ext), κ� � T−1η , hence κ� � η, and, for any � � �� ∈ N, κ� � κ�� ,
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hence κ� � κ�� . Let W be an open neighborhood of 1 in T, � ∈ N and η� � η ∈ L(ext) such thatη � κ� . Then, W := �S ∈ T��T � S � T−1 ∈ W� is an open neighborhood of 1 in T, T−1η� � T−1ηand T−1η � κ� . Thus, there exists �� � � and S ∈ W such that:
S(T−1η) = T−1η � UT−1η(S) = idHT−1η & T−1η� � Sκ�� .Defining S := T � S � T−1 ∈ W , this can be rewritten as:Sη = η � Uη(S) = idHη & η� � S κ�� .
Therefore, (κ�)�∈N is a quasi-cofinal sequence in L(ext). Moreover, L[κ ] = �η ��� T−1η ∈ L[κ ]� .Now, we define:
σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ)�ρη�η∈L[κ ] �→ �T�ρT−1η�η∈L[κ ] ,as well as:α : A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ)�Aη�∼
L[κ ] �→ �T−1�Aη�∼L[κ ] .Def. 2.5 ensures that σ is well-defined as a bijective map S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) , that α is well-defined as an isometric ∗-algebra isomorphism A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and can be extended bycontinuity into a C∗-algebra isomorphism A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) , that σ and α are Tr-intertwined,and that, for any A ∈ A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ), α(A) = T−1�A.Next, V−1 is an open neighborhood of 1 in T and, from theorem 2.8, there exists a bijective map�σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and a C∗-algebra isomorphism �α : A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) , such that �σ and�α are Tr-intertwined, �α�A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ)� = A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and:
∀A ∈ A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) � �α(A) is V−1-close to A .
Thus, σ := �σ ◦ σ is a bijective map S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) , α := �α−1 ◦ α−1 is a C∗-algebraisomorphism A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and statements 2.9.1 and 2.9.2 are fulfilled. �
Taking T to be the group of diffeomorphisms, and assuming the existence of a quasi-cofinal
sequence for the projective system under consideration (see the next section for a � = 1 example;
the existence proof in higher dimensions is currently under study), the previous result would allow
to define a discretized theory, while preserving a notion of diffeomorphism invariance: such a
theory would only have countably many observables, instead of a continuum thereof, but it would
have enough automorphisms to approximate the full group of diffeomorphisms.
Restoring diffeomorphism invariance is indeed a serious concern when discretizing a background-
independent theory [13, 19] : for example, a fixed lattice does not have enough automorphisms to
appropriately account for diffeomorphism invariance. It would be tempting to bypass this issue
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altogether, by declaring such a lattice to be ‘non-embedded’, in the hope that one would thus
quotient out any coordinate dependency. This strategy is however known to give the wrong answer,
as it fails to remove enough degrees of freedom from the theory. The intuitive reason for this failure
is that the lattice itself effectively provides a coordinate system: the disposition of the fields with
respect to the lattice should therefore also be quotiented out when going diffeomorphism-invariant.
In the context of AQG, these difficulties are in particular the reason why diffeomorphisms have to be
treated through the so-called ‘Extended Master Constraint’ approach [24] , which can accommodate
the absence of an action of the diffeomorphism group on the ITP Hilbert space of AQG.
3 One-dimensional toy-model
To illustrate the abstract framework laid in the last subsection, we now want to work out
a concrete example. The projective system we are considering here can be though as a one-
dimensional version of the label set L�� defined in [7, def. 2.14]. To further simplify the argument
below, we take Σ to be the line segment ] 0� 1] , and for each surface (which, in dimension � = 1,
is pointlike), we only keep its downward face (ie. the face oriented toward 0): these additional
simplifications are purely for convenience, and could be easily lifted. The resulting projective
system is precisely the one we set up in [11, subsection 2.2] on the label set L(aux) (see in particular
[11, prop. 2.10] and the proof of [11, prop. 2.14]), except that we will, in the following, keep the gauge
group G arbitrary. As group of transformations T we will use the homeomorphisms of ] 0� 1] , which
act on this projective system in a transparent way, mapping a label (which is a finite set of points
in ] 0� 1] ) to its image, and identifying the associated Hilbert spaces accordingly (this is similar to
[14, section 3.5] ).
In this section, G will denote a finite-dimensional Lie group and g its Lie algebra.
Proposition 3.1 Let L(aux) be defined as in [11, prop. 2.10], G be a finite-dimensional Lie-group andµ be a right-invariant Haar measure on G. For any κ ∈ L(aux) = (�1� � � � � ��) with 0 < �1 < � � � <�� � 1, we define Cκ := {� : κ → G} and:Eκ : Cκ → G#κ� �→ ��(−1)(�k )−1��(�k )�k∈{1������} ,where for any � ∈ Cκ , �(−1) is given by:�(−1)(�1) = 1 & ∀k ∈ {2� � � � � �} � �(−1)(�k ) = �(�k−1) .Eκ is a diffeomorphism Cκ → G#κ and we equip Cκ with the push-forward measure µκ := E−1κ�∗ µ�.Next, for any κ ⊂ κ�, we define Cκ�→κ := Cκ�\κ as well as:
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�κ�→κ : Cκ� → Cκ�→κ × Cκ�� �→ �(��(−1))−1�������κ�\κ � ��|κ ,Then, these objects can be completed into a factorizing system of measured manifolds �L(aux)� (C� µ)� ��×[9, def. 3.1] and we denote by �L(aux)� H� Φ�⊗ the corresponding projective system of quantum statespaces [9, prop. 3.3].Let T be the group of homeomorphism ] 0� 1]→] 0� 1] equipped with the metric:∀T � T � ∈ T� �(T � T �) := sup�∈] 0� 1] |T (�)− T �(�)| .For any T ∈ T and any κ ∈ L(aux), we define Tκ := T �κ� and:
Uκ(T ) : Hκ → HTκψ �→ ψ� · ◦ T |κ � .
Then, these objects can be completed into an action of T on �L(aux)� H� Φ�⊗ (which, being aprojective system of quantum state spaces, is a fortiori a projective pre-system of quantum statespaces).
Proof Let κ ⊂ κ� ∈ L(aux) with κ� = (��1 � � � � � ����) (0 < ��1 < � � � < ���� � 1). G being a Lie group,�κ�→κ is smooth Cκ� → Cκ�→κ ×Cκ . Next, for any (�� �) ∈ Cκ�→κ ×Cκ , we define ��� ∈ Cκ� recursivelyvia:
���(��1) = ��(��1) if ��1 ∈ κ�(��1) if ��1 /∈ κ & ∀k ∈ {2� � � � � ��} � ���(��k ) =
��(��k ) if ��k ∈ κ���(��k−1)��(��k ) if ��k /∈ κ ,
and we define �κ�→κ : Cκ�→κ ×Cκ → Cκ� � (�� �)→ ��� . �κ�→κ is smooth and we have �κ�→κ ◦�κ�→κ =idCκ� as well as �κ�→κ ◦ �κ�→κ = idCκ�→κ × idCκ , so �κ�→κ is a diffeomorphism. In particular, for anyκ ∈ L(aux), Eκ = �κ→∅ : Cκ → Cκ�→∅ × C∅ ≈ G#κ is a diffeomorphism.Next, for any κ ⊂ κ� ∈ L(aux) with κ = (�1 � � � � � ��) (0 < �1 < � � � < �� � 1) and κ� =(��1 � � � � � ����) (0 < ��1 < � � � < ���� � 1), we define an action of G� (equipped with a Lie groupstructure using pointwise operations) on Cκ� as:∀� ∈ G�� ∀�� ∈ Cκ� � R (κ��)κ� (��) := E−1κ� �Eκ�(��) � ��� ,where:
∀� ∈ G�� ∀� ∈ {1� � � � � ��} � ��� := ��k if ��� = �k1 if ��� /∈ κ .Also, for any κ� ⊂ κ��, with κ� = (��1 � � � � � ����) (0 < ��1 < � � � < ���� � 1) and κ�� = (���1 � � � � � ������)(0 < ���1 < � � � < ������ � 1), we have:�idCκ��→κ� × Eκ�� ◦ �κ��→κ� ◦ E−1κ�� (� ��) = �� �����∈{1��������}\{�� | 1�����} � �� ����−1+1 � � � � � � ������∈{1�������} ,(3.1.1)where (��)�∈{0�������} is defined via:
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�� := 0 & ∀� ∈ {1� � � � � ��} � ����� = ��� .and we have identified Cκ��→κ� ≈ G���−�� . Hence, for any κ ⊂ κ� ⊂ κ��, we obtain:∀� ∈ G#κ� �κ��→κ� ◦ R (κ��)κ�� = (idCκ��→κ� × R (κ��)κ� ) ◦ �κ��→κ� . (3.1.2)Applying eq. (3.1.2) repeatedly yields, for any κ ⊂ κ� ⊂ κ�� and any � ∈ G#κ :�idCκ��→κ� × �κ�→κ� ◦ �κ��→κ� ◦ �−1κ��→κ ◦ �idCκ��→κ × R (κ��)κ � == �idCκ��→κ� × idCκ�→κ × R (κ��)κ � ◦ �idCκ��→κ� × �κ�→κ� ◦ �κ��→κ� ◦ �−1κ��→κ .Now, there exists a map �κ��→κ�→κ : Cκ��→κ → Cκ��→κ� × Cκ�→κ such that:∀��� ∈ Cκ��→κ � �idCκ��→κ� × �κ�→κ� ◦ �κ��→κ� ◦ �−1κ��→κ(� ��� 1κ) = ��κ��→κ�→κ(� ��)� 1κ� ,with 1κ : κ → G� � �→ 1, so using:∀� ∈ Cκ � � = R (κ�Eκ (�))κ (1κ) ,we get:�idCκ��→κ� × �κ�→κ� ◦ �κ��→κ� = (�κ��→κ�→κ × idCκ ) ◦ �κ��→κ . (3.1.3)In particular, this requires that �κ��→κ�→κ is a diffeomorphism Cκ��→κ → Cκ��→κ� × Cκ�→κ . Therefore,�
L(aux)� C� �� is a factorizing system of smooth, finite dimensional manifolds.Moreover, for any κ ⊂ κ� ∈ L(aux) and any � ∈ G#κ , we have:
R (κ��)κ��∗ µκ� = µκ� ,for µ is invariant under right-translations on G. Eq. (3.1.2) then yields, for any � ∈ G#κ :�κ�→κ�∗ µκ� = (idCκ�→κ × R (κ��)κ )∗ [�κ�→κ�∗ µκ� ]Using the uniqueness up to a global positive factor of the right-invariant Haar measure on G#κ ,we conclude that there exists a smooth measure µκ�→κ on Cκ�→κ such that:�κ�→κ�∗µκ� = µκ�→κ × µκ .Finally, from eq. (3.1.3), this also implies:�κ��→κ�→κ�∗µκ��→κ = µκ��→κ� × µκ�→κ .
Action of T. Let T be an homeomorphism ] 0� 1] → ] 0� 1] . From the intermediate value theorem,T is strictly monotonous. If T would be decreasing, we would have T � ] 0� 1] � ⊂ [T (1)� 1] withT (1) > 0, which would contradict the surjectivity of T , so T has to be strictly increasing. T canthen be extended into an homeomorphism �T : [0� 1]→ [0� 1] with �T (0) := 0, and, in particular, T isuniformly continuous. Therefore, for any ε > 0 there exists τ > 0 such that:∀�� � ∈ ] 0� 1] � |� − �| � τ ⇒ |T (�)− T (�)| � ε/2 ,so, for any T � ∈ T:∀S� S� ∈ T� ��(S� T ) � ε/2 & �(S�� T �) � τ�⇒ �(S ◦ S�� T ◦ T �) � �(S ◦ S�� T ◦ S�) + �(T ◦ S�� T ◦ T �) � ε .
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Similarly, there exists τ� > 0 such that:∀S ∈ T� �(S� T ) � τ� ⇒ � �T−1 ◦ S� id] 0� 1]� = � �T−1� S−1� � ε .Thus, the metric � makes T into a topological group.For any κ ∈ L(aux), we have id] 0� 1] �κ� = κ , ∀T � T �κ� ∈ L(aux) and ∀T � T � ∈ T� (T ◦ T �) �κ� =T�T � �κ� �, hence κ �→ Tκ is a group action of T on L(aux). Next, for any T ∈ T, T is strictlyincreasing, as mentioned above, so:∀� ∈ CTκ � Eκ �� ◦ T |κ� = ETκ(�) .Therefore, � �→ � ◦ T |κ is a volume-preserving diffeomorphism (CTκ � µTκ) → (Cκ � µκ), so Uκ(T ) isa unitary isomorphism from Hκ = L2 (Cκ � �µκ) into HTκ = L2 (CTκ � �µTκ). Moreover, we have:∀� ∈ Cκ � � ◦ id] 0� 1]��κ = � & ∀T � T � ∈ T� ∀� ∈ C(T �◦T )κ � � ◦ (T � ◦ T )|κ = �� ◦ T �|Tκ� ◦ T |κ ,so that:Uκ �id] 0� 1]� = idHκ & ∀T � T � ∈ T� UTκ(T �) ◦ Uκ(T ) = Uκ(T � ◦ T ) , (3.1.4)which, in addition, implies:∀T ∈ T� UTκ(T−1) = Uκ(T )−1 . (3.1.5)
Let κ ⊂ κ� ∈ L(aux) and T ∈ T. We then have T �κ� ⊂ T �κ�� as well as T �κ� \ κ� = T �κ��\T �κ�(for T is bijective), and, T being strictly increasing:∀�� ∈ CTκ� � ��� ◦ T |κ��(−1) = ��(−1) ◦ T |κ� .Thus, defining:
Uκ�→κ(T ) : Hκ�→κ → HTκ�→Tκψ �→ ψ � · ◦ T |κ�\κ� ,we get:Uκ�(T ) ◦ Φ−1κ�→κ = Φ−1Tκ�→Tκ ◦ (Uκ�→κ(T )⊗ Uκ(T )) . (3.1.6)Therefore, Uκ�→κ(T ) is a unitary isomorphism Hκ�→κ → HTκ�→Tκ satisfying def. 2.5.2.Finally, let κ ⊂ κ� ∈ L(aux) and let T � T � ∈ T. Using eqs. (3.1.5) and (3.1.6), we have:UTκ�→Tκ(T−1)⊗ UTκ(T−1) = Φκ�→κ ◦ UTκ�(T−1) ◦ Φ−1Tκ�→Tκ= �ΦTκ�→Tκ ◦ Uκ�(T ) ◦ Φ−1κ�→κ�−1= Uκ�→κ(T )−1 ⊗ Uκ(T )−1 ,hence UTκ�→Tκ(T−1) = Uκ�→κ(T )−1, and, similarly, using eqs. (3.1.4) and (3.1.6), UTκ�→Tκ(T �) ◦Uκ�→κ(T ) = Uκ�→κ(T � ◦ T ). �
A simple quasi-cofinal sequence for this system is obtained by taking the set K of all points of the
form k/2� (as will become clear in the course of the present section, it in fact does not really matter
how these points are layered on finer and finer levels of the quasi-cofinal sequence). To prove that
the quasi-cofinality property 2.7.3 holds, we will consider a set of points κ� (to be approximated),
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of which a subset κ already belong to K . For any two successive points �, �� in κ, we simply
need to approximate the points in κ� ∩ � �� �� � by points in K ∩ � �� �� � , and to find a deformation
of
� �� �� � mapping one set of points into the other: we can, for example, use the corresponding
piecewise-linear mapping.
Proposition 3.2 We consider the same objects as in prop. 3.1. Then, there exists a quasi-cofinalsequence in L(aux) with respect to the action of T on �L(aux)� H� Φ�⊗.
Proof We define κ� := ∅ ∈ L(aux) and, for any � � 1:
κ� := � k2�
���� k ∈ {1� � � � � 2�}� ∈ L(aux) .
We have, for any κ ∈ L(aux), κ� ⊂ κ , and, for any � � ��, κ� ⊂ κ�� .Let V be an open neighborhood of 1 in T, � ∈ N and κ ⊂ κ� ∈ L(aux) with κ ⊂ κ� . Let ε > 0such that Bε ⊂ V (where Bε denotes the closed ball of radius ε and center id] 0�1] in T) and letε� > 0 be given by:ε� = min����∈κ���=�� |� − ��| .
Let �� � � such that 12�� < 12 min(ε� ε�) . For any k� ∈ �1� � � � � 2�� − 1�, we define Ik� ⊂ ] 0� 1] via:
I1 := � 0� 32��+1
� � I2��−1 := � 1− 32��+1 � 1
�
& ∀k� ∈ �2� � � � � 2�� − 2� � Ik� := � 2k� − 12��+1 � 2k� + 12��+1
� .
The family (Ik�)k�∈{1�����2��−1} is then a partition of ] 0� 1 [ , and, for each k� ∈ �1� � � � � 2�� − 1�, Ik�contains at most one element of κ�. For k� ∈ �0� � � � � 2���, we define ��k� via:
��� := 0� ��2�� := 1 & ∀k� ∈ �1� � � � � 2�� − 1� � ��k� =
��� if Ik� ∩ κ� = {��}k�2�� else .
For any k� ∈ �1� � � � � 2�� − 1�, ��k� ∈ Ik� , thus the family (�k�)k�∈{0�����2��} is strictly increasing. Next,we define a piecewise linear homeomorphism T : ] 0� 1]→ ] 0� 1] , via:
∀k� ∈ �1� � � � � 2��� � ∀� ∈ � k� − 12�� � k�2��
� � T (�) := (k� − 2�� �) �k�−1 + (1− k� + 2�� �) �k� .
For any � ∈ ] 0� 1] , we have |T (�)− �| � 22�� < ε , so T ∈ V .Let �� ∈ κ�. If �� = 1, then �� = T (1) = T ( 2��2�� ) . Otherwise, k� ∈ ] 0� 1 [ , hence there existsk� ∈ �1� � � � � 2�� − 1� such that �� ∈ Ik� , so �� = ��k� = T ( k�2�� ) . Therefore, κ� ⊂ Tκ�� . Finally, for
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any k� ∈ �1� � � � � 2��� such that k�2�� ∈ κ�, we have ��k� = k�2�� , so T ( k�2�� ) = k�2�� . Thus, T |κ�∩κ�� = idκ�∩κ��and, in particular, T |κ = idκ (for κ ⊂ κ� ∩ κ� ⊂ κ� ∩ κ�� ), yielding Tκ = κ and Uκ(T ) = idHκ . �
In theorem 2.8, we stated that, given two quasi-cofinal sequences (κ�)� and (λ�)� , the restricted
projective system over (κ�)� can be deformed into the one over (λ�)� . However, the deformation
maps, acting at the level of the quantum states and observables, that we constructed when proving
this result a priori do not arise from an element of T: instead, while their action on any given labelκ� coincides with the action of an element T� ∈ T, this element could be �-dependent. In prop. 3.3
below, we show that in the particular example we are now considering, the deformation actually
does arise from an homeomorphism of ] 0� 1] , in other words that T� can be made independent
of �. An important ingredient of the proof is to realize that a bijection from ] 0� 1] into itself is
an homeomorphism if, and only if, it is strictly increasing (basically because the topology of R is
closely related to its order).
In particular, this result allows to derive a stronger version of prop. 2.9: not only can any
element in T be approximated by an automorphism of the restricted projective system, but the set
of automorphisms that arise in this way moreover forms a group (in fact, it is a subgroup of T).
This property could be relevant when turning to the imposition of the ‘diffeomorphism’ constraints
(aka. the homeomorphism invariance in the present context).
Proposition 3.3 We consider the same objects as in prop. 3.1 and we assume that G is non-trivial(ie. it is not reduced to {1} ). Let κ and λ be quasi-cofinal sequences in L(aux) and let ε > 0. For anyC∗-algebra isomorphism α : A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) fulfilling statement 2.8.2 with respect to V := Bε(the closed ball of radius ε and center id] 0�1] in T) and any bijective map σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ)such that σ� α are Tr-intertwined, there exists T ∈ Bε such that L[λ] = �Tη �� η ∈ L[κ ]� and:∀A ∈ A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) � α(A) = T−1�A ,
∀ρ ∈ S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) � σ (ρ) = �T�ρT−1η�η∈L[λ] .
In particular, for any quasi-cofinal sequence κ = (κ�)�∈N , the group:
T [κ ] := {T ∈ T | T �K� = K} , with K := ��∈N κ� ,
acts on the projective system �L[κ ]� H� Φ�⊗ and is dense in T.
Proof Determination of T ∈ Bε . Let κ = (κ�)�∈N , λ = (λ�)�∈N be two quasi-cofinal sequencesin L(aux) with respect to the action of T on �L(aux)� H� Φ�⊗, and let V := Bε for some ε > 0. Letα : A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) be a C∗-algebra isomorphism fulfilling statement 2.8.2 with respect to Vand let σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) be a bijective map such that σ� α are Tr-intertwined.For any bounded measurable function � : G → C, any � ∈ ] 0� 1] and any η ∈ L(aux) such that� ∈ η, we define an operator �h(���)η ∈ Aη via:
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∀ψ ∈ Hη � ∀� ∈ Cη � ��h(���)η ψ�(�) := ���(�)�ψ(�) .For any η� η� ∈ L(aux) such that � ∈ η ∩ η�, we have, from the definition of �η�→η in prop. 3.1:�h(���)η ∼ �h(���)η� .
We denote by �h(���) the corresponding element of A⊗(L(aux)�H�Φ) . Next, for any � ∈ L := ��∈Nλ� ,we define �h(���)[λ] := �h(���) ∩ �η∈L[λ]Aη �= ∅ . Since L[λ] is cofinal in L(aux), �h(���)[λ] ∈ A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) . Byassumption, α��h(���)[λ] � is then V -close to �h(���)[λ] , so there exists S(���) ∈ V such that:
S−1(���)��h(���){�} ∈ α��h(���)[λ] � .This implies S−1(���) {�} = �S−1(���)(�)� ∈ L[κ ], ie. S−1(���)(�) ∈ K := ��∈Nκ� , and:
α��h(���)[λ] � = �S−1(���)��h(���){�} �∼
L[κ ] =
� �h(S−1(���)(�)��){S−1(���)(�)}
�
∼
L[κ ]
= �h(S−1(���)(�)��)[κ ] ,
where the second equality comes from the definition of the action of T on �L(aux)� H� Φ� (prop. 3.1).We choose a non-constant, smooth, compactly supported map �� : G → C (thanks to G beingnon-trivial), and for any � ∈ L, we define �˜(�) := S−1(����)(�). Since S(����) ∈ V = Bε , we have��˜�(�)− ��� � ε .Next, we consider �� �� ∈ L such that � < ��. From the assumptions on α , we get that:
α��h(����)[λ] −�h(�����)[λ] � = �h(˜�(�)���)[κ ] − �h(˜�(��)���)[κ ]
is V -close to �h(����)[λ] −�h(�����)[λ] . Hence, there exists S ∈ V such that:
S−1���h(����){����} −�h(�����){����} � ∈ �h(˜�(�)���)[κ ] − �h(˜�(��)���)[κ ] ,which can be rewritten, in a way similar to above, as:
�h(S−1(�)���)η� − �h(S−1(��)���)η� ∼ �h(˜�(�)���)η − �h(˜�(��)���)η ,where η := ��˜(�)� �˜(��)� and η� := �S−1(�)� S−1(��)�. Let η�� := η ∪ η�. For any ψ ∈ Hη�� , we thenhave:∀� ∈ Cη�� � ��� ◦ ��S−1(�)�−�� ◦ ��S−1(��)��ψ(�) = ��� ◦ ���˜(�)�−�� ◦ ���˜(��)��ψ(�) .
Since this holds for any ψ, this implies:∀� ∈ Cη�� � �� ◦ ��S−1(�)�−�� ◦ ��S−1(��)� = �� ◦ ���˜(�)�−�� ◦ ���˜(��)� ,and therefore, �� being non-constant, S−1(�) = �˜(�) and S−1(��) = �˜(��) (this can be check bydistinguishing cases and plugging specific values of � in the equality above). Now, S−1 ∈ T, ie. itis an homeomorphism ] 0� 1]→] 0� 1] , so, by the intermediate value theorem, it is strictly increasing.Thus, �˜(�) < �˜(��) .
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To summarize, we have proved that there exists a strictly increasing map �˜ : L → K such that:
∀� ∈ L� α��h(����)[λ] � = �h(˜�(�)���)[κ ] & ��˜�(�)− ��� � ε .
Applying the same reasoning to the C∗-algebra isomorphism α−1 : A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) , whichsatisfies statement 2.8.2 with respect to V−1 = Bε = V , yields that �˜ is actually bijective L → K(for, �� being non-constant, we have�h(����) =�h(�����) ⇒ � = ��). Now, let � ∈ ] 0� 1] and let ε� > 0.We have ∅ ⊂ {�} ∈ L(aux) and ∅ ⊂ λ�, so, from 2.7.3, there exists S ∈ Bε� and � ∈ N such that{�} ⊂ Sλ� , ie. there exists � := S−1(�) ∈ L such that |� − �| � ε� . In other words, L is dense in] 0� 1] , and, similarly, so is K . Then the topology on L (as a subspace of ] 0� 1] ), coincides with itsorder topology, ie. it is generated by the base:� ] �� �� [ ∩ L���� �� ∈ L� ∪ � ] 0� � [ ∩ L��� ∈ L� ∪ � ] �� 1 ] ∩ L��� ∈ L� .
The same holds for K and �˜, being bijective and strictly increasing, is thus an homeomorphismL → K . Then, we can extend �˜ into a continuous function �T : ] 0� 1] → [0� 1] . Let � ∈ ] 0� 1]. Lbeing dense, there exists � ∈ ] 0� � [ ∩ L, and, for any �� ∈ ] �� � ] ∩ L, �T (��) = �˜(��) > �˜(�). Bycontinuity, this implies �T (�) � �˜(�) > 0. So �T is actually valued in ] 0� 1] . Similarly, �˜−1 can beextended into a continuous function T : ] 0� 1] → [0� 1] , and we have T ◦ �T ���L→L = idL , as well as�T ◦ T ���K→K = idK . Therefore, T is an homeomorphism ] 0� 1] → ] 0� 1] with T−1 = �T . Moreover,for any � ∈ K , |T (�)− �| = ��˜�−1(�)− �˜��˜−1(�)��� � ε, so by continuity T ∈ Bε .Since L(aux) consists of finite subsets of ] 0� 1] and the sequence (λ�)�∈N is increasing, we have:
L[λ] := �η ∈ L(aux) �� ∃� ∈ N� η ⊂ λ�� = �η ∈ L(aux) �� η ⊂ L� ,and, similarly, L[κ ] = �η ∈ L(aux) �� η ⊂ K� . Thus, T �K� = L yields L[λ] = �Tη �� η ∈ L[κ ]� . Likein the proof of prop. 2.9, we can then define an isometric ∗-algebra isomorphism �α via:
�α : A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ)A �→ T−1�A ,
and extend it into a C∗-algebra isomorphism �α : A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) . We now want to prove thatα = �α .α and σ come from T . Let � ∈ L and let � : G → C be a bounded measurable function. Likeabove, there exists S ∈ V such that:
S−1���h(���){�} −�h(����){�} � ∈ �h(S−1(���)(�)���)[κ ] − �h(T−1(�)���)[κ ] ,and, defining η� := �S−1(�)� S−1(���)(�)� T−1(�)� , we get:∀� ∈ Cη� � � ◦ ��S−1(�)�−�� ◦ ��S−1(�)� = � ◦ ��S−1(���)(�)�−�� ◦ ��T−1(�)� .
This requires either S−1(���)(�) = T−1(�), or� being constant. In the latter case,�h(����)[κ ] = �(1) �idH∅�∼
L[κ ]for any �� ∈ K , so in both cases:
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α��h(���)[λ] � = �h(T−1(�)��)[κ ] = �α��h(���)[λ] � .Next, let � ∈ L and A{�} ∈ A{�} . Again, there exists S ∈ V such that:S−1�A{�} ∈ α ��A{�}�L[λ] � .Defining η := �S−1(�)� and η� := �T−1(�)� S−1(�)� , we get, for any bounded measurable function� : G → C:�ιη�←η�S−1�A{�}�� �h(T−1(�)��)η� � ∈ α ��A(���){�} �
L[λ]
� ,
where A(���){�} := �A{�} � �h(���){�} � .If we suppose T−1(�) < S−1(�), we have, from the definition of �η�→{S−1(�)} :
�h(T−1(�)��)η� = Φ−1η�→η ◦ � �h(T−1(�)��)η�→η ⊗ idHη� ◦ Φη�→η ,where:
∀ψ ∈ Hη�→η � ∀� ∈ Cη�→η � � �h(T−1(�)��)η�→η ψ�(�) = � ◦ ��T−1(�)�ψ(�) .
Thus, we get α ��A(���){�} �
L[λ]
� = 0. α being a C∗-algebra isomorphism, this implies that, for any
bounded measurable function �, A{�} commutes with �h(���){�} . Now, let ψ� be a smooth, nowhere-vanishing, square-integrable function on C{�} (eg. using a partition of unity [12, lemma 2.16 andtheorem 2.18] with suitable dumping factors). For any smooth, compactly supported function ψ on
C{�} , �ψ := ψ/ψ� is a bounded measurable function on C{�} ≈ G and we have:
�h(���ψ ){�} ψ� = ψ .We then get:
∀� ∈ C{�} � �A{�} ψ�(�) = �h(���ψ ){�} A{�} ψ��(�) = �A{�} ψ�� (�)ψ�(�) ψ(�) .Since this holds for any smooth compactly supported ψ, � := �A{�} ψ�� �ψ� is almost everywherebounded by the operator norm ��A{�}��A{�} of A{�} , and, by density, A{�} = �h(���){�} .Therefore, we either have α ��A{�}�L[λ] � = �α ��A{�}�L[λ] � or S−1(�) � T−1(�). In the latter case,the same reasoning applied to α−1 yields S−1(�) = T−1(�), thus S−1��{�} = T−1��{�} , so that, in thiscase too, α ��A{�}�L[λ] � = �α ��A{�}�L[λ] � .We want to prove:∀η ∈ L[λ]� ∀Aη ∈ Aη � α �[Aη]L[λ] � = �α �[Aη]L[λ] � . (3.3.1)We proceed by recursion on #η. The case #η = 1 has been treated above and it implies the case#η = 0. We now suppose that eq. (3.3.1) holds up to #η = N � 1. Let η = (�1 � � � � � �N+1) ∈ L[λ](with 0 < �1 < � � � < �N+1 � 1). Let η1 := {�1} and η2 := η \ {�1} . Using eq. (3.1.1), we have:
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∀� ∈ GN+1� �idCη→η1 × Eη1� ◦ �η→η1 ◦ E−1η (�) = ��2 � � � � � �N+1 ; �1� ,
&
�idCη→η2 × Eη2� ◦ �η→η2 ◦ E−1η (�) = ��1 ; (�1 � �2) � �3 � � � � � �N+1� .
We define, for any η� ∈ L(aux), the unitary isomorphism Φη� : Hη� → H⊗#η� � ψ �→ ψ ◦ E−1η , where
H := L2(G� �µ). We then have, for any bounded operator A1 on H:
∀ψ ∈ Hη � ∀� ∈ GN+1� �Φη ◦ ιη←η1�Φ−1η1 A1 Φη1�(ψ)�(�) =
= �A1�Φη(ψ)� · � �2 � � � � � �N+1���(�1) = �A1 ⊗ id⊗NH � �Φη(ψ)�(�) ,
and, for any bounded operator A2 on H⊗N :
∀ψ ∈ Hη � ∀� ∈ GN+1� �Φη ◦ ιη←η2�Φ−1η2 A2 Φη2�(ψ)�(�) =
= �A2 �Φη(ψ)��1 � (�−11 � · )� · � � � � � · ����(�1 � �2)� �3 � � � � � �N+1�
= �idH ⊗ �L−1(�1) A2 L(�1)�� �Φη(ψ)�(�) ,where, for any � ∈ G:
L(�) : H⊗N → H⊗Nψ �→ �(�2 � � � � � �N+1) �→ ψ�(�−1 � �2)� �3 � � � � � �N+1�� .
Chaining these expressions we get:
∀ψ ∈ Hη � ∀� ∈ GN+1� �Φη ◦ ιη←η2�Φ−1η2 A2 Φη2� ◦ ιη←η1�Φ−1η1 A1 Φη1�(ψ)�(�) =
= �A1 ⊗ �L−1(�1) A2 L(�1)���Φη(ψ)�(�) . (3.3.2)
For any bounded operator A1 on H, resp. A2 on H⊗N , we define a bounded operator I(A1 � A2)on H⊗(N+1) via:
∀ψ ∈ H⊗(N+1)� ∀� ∈ GN+1� �I(A1 � A2)ψ�(�) := ��A1 ⊗ �L−1(�1) A2 L(�1)���ψ��(�)
(note that it follows in particular from the previous expression that this indeed defines a boundedoperator on H⊗(N+1)). We denote by I the vector subspace spanned by these operators in the spaceof bounded operators on H⊗(N+1):
I := Vect �I(A1 � A2) �� A1 bounded operator on H� A2 on H⊗N�(without any completion, ie. considering only finite linear combinations). The recursion hypothesis,together with eq. (3.3.2) and the fact that both α and �α are C∗-algebra isomorphisms, then ensures:
∀A ∈ I� α ��Φ−1η ◦ A ◦ Φη�∼
L[λ]
� = �α ��Φ−1η ◦ A ◦ Φη�∼
L[λ]
� .
Let and ε > 0. For any � ∈ G, (� · )∗ µ is a right-invariant Haar measure, so there exists Δ� < ∞
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such that (� � · )∗ µ = Δ� µ . Defining, for any ψ ∈ H and any � ∈ G, ψ (�) ∈ H via:∀� ∈ G� ψ(�)(�) := ψ(� � �) ,
we then have ��ψ(�)��
H
= �Δ� �ψ�H (which in particular ensures that ψ(�) is indeed in H).Moreover, � �→ Δ� is a smooth character on G (aka. modular function of G, see [5, appendix C.4] ).Hence, there exists an open neighborhood D of 1 in G such that:
∀� ∈ D� |1− Δ�| � min(1� ε)2 .We now choose an orthonormal basis (φ�)�∈N in H and an integer M ∈ N. For any � � M , thereexists a smooth, compactly supported function �φ� on G (with support C� ⊂ G) such that:���φ� − �φ����
H
� ε2 .We define the compact C := ���MC� ⊂ G. For any � � M , �φ� is in particular uniformly continuous,so there exists an open neighborhood V� of 1 in G such that:
∀� ∈ V� � ���φ� − �φ(�)� ��∞ � ε4�µ(C ) .In particular, we thus have:
∀� ∈ V� � ��φ� − φ(�)� ��H � ��φ� − �φ���H + ���φ� − �φ(�)� ��H + ���φ(�)� − φ(�)� ��H
� ε2 �1 +�Δ�� + ε4
�µ(C� ∪ �−1 � C�)µ(C )
� ε2
�1 +�Δ� + √1 + Δ�2
� .
We define V := D ∩ ���MV� , so that V is an open neighborhood of 1 in G. Let (�k )k�� with� < ∞ be a finite family of points in C such that C ⊂ �k��V[�k ] , where ∀� ∈ G� V[�] :={� � � | � ∈ V} ∩ {� � �� | � � ∈ V} . For any k � �, we define:Fk := �V[�k ] ∩ C� \ ���<kV[�k ]� .Since Fk ⊂ C , µ(Fk ) < ∞, and we define R := {k | k � � & µ(Fk ) > 0} . For any k ∈ R , wedefine χk ∈ H as χk := 1/√µ(Fk ) 1Fk , where 1Fk denotes the indicator function of Fk . (χk )k∈R isthen an orthonormal family and we have, for any � � M:������φ� −�k∈R
�χk ��� �φ�� χk�����
2
H
=��∈R
�
F� �µ(�)
�����φ�(�)− 1µ(F�)
�
F� �µ(�) �φ�(�)
����2
�
�
�∈R
�
F� �µ(�)
�����φ�(�)− �φ�(��)��� + 1µ(F�)
�
F� �µ(�)
����φ�(��)− �φ�(�)����2 � ε24 ,
so that ���φ� −�k∈R �χk ��� �φ�� χk���
H
� ε . Since �k∈R |χk � � χk| is an orthogonal projection, thisimplies ��φ� −�k∈R �χk | φ�� χk��H � ε .
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Let (��)� � (��)� ∈ {0� � � � �M}N+1. For any k ∈ R , we define:Ak1 := �χk | φ�1� ��χk � � φ�1��
& Ak2 := Δ�k ���φ(�−1k )�2 ⊗ φ�3 ⊗ � � � ⊗ φ�N+1 � � φ(�−1k )�2 ⊗ φ�3 ⊗ � � � ⊗ φ�N+1��� ,
so that A(��)� (��)� := �k∈R I(Ak1 � Ak2) ∈ I . Then, for any ψ ∈ H⊗(N+1), we have:
∀� ∈ GN+1� �A(��)� (��)� ψ� (�) =�k∈R �χk | φ�1� χk (�1)φ(�−1k � �1)�2 (�2)××φ(3���)(��)� (�3 � � � � � �N+1) Δ�−11 � �k �φ�1 ⊗ φ(�−1k � �1)�2 ⊗ φ(3���)(��)� ��� ψ� ,
where, for any (���)� ∈ {0� � � � �M}N+1, φ(3���)(���)� ∈ H⊗(N−1) is defined by:φ(3���)(���)� := φ��3 ⊗ � � � ⊗ φ��N+1 .Using ��φ�1 −�k∈R �χk | φ�1� χk��H � ε , this yields:���A(��)� (��)� ψ − ���φ�1 ⊗ φ�2 ⊗ φ(3���)(��)� � � φ�1 ⊗ φ�2 ⊗ φ(3���)(��)� ��� ψ����
H⊗(N+1)
� ε �ψ�H⊗(N+1) + ������k∈R �χk | φ�1� βk ⊗ φ(3���)(��)�
�����
H⊗(N+1)
,
where, for any k ∈ R , βk ∈ H⊗2 is defined by:
∀�1 � �2 ∈ G� βk (�1� �2) := χk (�1) �φ(�−1k � �1)�2 (�2) Δ�−11 � �k �φ�1 ⊗ φ(�−1k � �1)�2 ⊗ φ(3���)(��)� ��� ψ�−
−φ�2 (�2) �φ�1 ⊗ φ�2 ⊗ φ(3���)(��)� ��� ψ�� .
Next, for any k ∈ R , and any �1 ∈ Fk , we have �−1k � �1 ∈ V , so that:
�βk�2H⊗2 = �Fk �µ(�1)µ(Fk )
���φ(�−1k � �1)�2 Δ�−11 � �k �φ�1 ⊗ φ(�−1k � �1)�2 ⊗ φ(3���)(��)� ��� ψ�−
−φ�2 �φ�1 ⊗ φ�2 ⊗ φ(3���)(��)� ��� ψ����2
H
�
�
Fk
�µ(�1)µ(Fk )
�Δ�−1k � �1
����� 1Δ�−1k � �1 − 1
����� +�Δ�−1k � �1 ���φ(�−1k � �1)�2 − φ�2���H+
+���φ(�−1k � �1)�2 − φ�2���
H
�2 �ψ�2H⊗(N+1)
�
�5 ε �ψ�H⊗(N+1) �2 .
Moreover, for any k �= �, we have �βk | β��H⊗2 = 0, so we get:����A(��)� (��)� − ���φ�1 ⊗ φ�2 ⊗ φ(3���)(��)� � � φ�1 ⊗ φ�2 ⊗ φ(3���)(��)� ��� ����
A⊗(N+1) � 6 ε ,
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where � · �A⊗(N+1) denotes the operator norm on H⊗(N+1) .Let Aη ∈ Aη and let η� ∈ L[κ ] such that α �[Aη]∼
L[λ]
� = �A�η��∼
L[κ ] for some A�η� ∈ Aη� (thanksto statement 2.8.2). Let η�� := η� ∪ T−1η ∈ L[κ ] and let ρη�� be a non-negative traceclass operatoron Hη�� . Let ��� ∈ N such that η�� ⊂ κ��� , choose τ��� ∈ Hκ���→η�� and, for any � > ���, chooseτ� ∈ Hκ�→κ�−1 . In a way similar to prop. 2.1, there exists ρ� ∈ S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) such that:Φκ���→η�� ρ�κ��� Φ−1κ���→η�� = |τ��� ��τ��� |⊗ρη�� & ∀� > ���� Φκ�→κ�−1 ρ�κ� Φ−1κ�→κ�−1 = |τ� ��τ�|⊗ρ�κ�−1 .In particular, we then have ρ�η�� = ρη�� . Let ρ := �σ (ρ�)�η and �ρ := UT−1η(T ) �Trη��→T−1η ρη���Uη(T−1) .Next, for any M ∈ N, we define a finite-dimensional vector subspace JM ⊂ Hη as:
JM := Vect �Φ−1η |φ�1 ⊗ � � � ⊗ φ�N+1� ��� ����� ∈ {0� � � � �M}N+1� .Let ε > 0. Applying [9, lemma 2.10.1] to the family (JM)M∈N and the non-negative traceclassoperators ρ and �ρ, there exists M ∈ N such that:�� ρ − ΠM ρΠM ��1 � ε4 & ���ρ − ΠM �ρΠM ��1 � ε4 ,where � · �1 denotes the trace-norm and ΠM is the orthogonal projection on JM . Now, from theprevious step (with M ∈ N and ε/24 (M+1)2 > 0), there exists, for any ����� � ����� ∈ {0� � � � �M}N+1,A(��)� (��)� ∈ I such that:���Φ−1η ��φ�1 ⊗ � � � ⊗ φ�N+1 � � φ�1 ⊗ � � � ⊗ φ�N+1�� Φη − Φ−1η A(��)� (��)� Φη���
Aη �
ε4 (M + 1)2 ,
where � · �Aη denotes the operator norm on Hη . Thus, defining a bounded operator �A on Hη as:�A := �(��)� � (��)�∈{0�����M}N+1
�φ�1 ⊗ � � � ⊗ φ�N+1 �� Φη Aη Φ−1η φ�1 ⊗ � � � ⊗ φ�N+1� Φ−1η A(��)� (��)� Φη ,
we have Φη �AΦ−1η ∈ I and ����A − ΠM AηΠM��� � ε4 �Aη�Aη . Putting everything together, we obtain:���TrHη�� ρη�� �ιη��←η�(A�η�)− ιη��←T−1η(T−1�Aη)���� = ���TrHη �ρ − �ρ�Aη���
� ε �Aη�Aη + ���TrHη �ρ − �ρ� �A���
= ε �Aη�Aη + ����Tr ρ��α���A�∼
L[λ]
�− �α���A�∼
L[λ]
������ = ε �Aη�Aη .
Since this holds for any density matrix ρη�� on Hη�� and any ε > 0, it follows that ιη��←η�(A�η�) =ιη��←T−1η(T−1�Aη), ie. α �[Aη]∼
L[λ]
� = �α �[Aη]∼
L[λ]
�, which concludes the recursive proof of eq. (3.3.1).From eq. (3.3.1), we have:∀A ∈ A⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) � α(A) = �α(A) ,hence, by continuity, α = �α . Finally, like in the proof of prop. 2.9, we can then define a bijectivemap �σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) via:
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�σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ)�ρη�η∈L[κ ] �→ �T�ρT−1η�η∈L[λ] ,
�σ and �α = α are Tr-intertwined by construction, as are σ and α . Thus, for any ρ ∈ S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) , anyη ∈ L[λ] and any Aη ∈ Aη , we have:
TrHη �σ (ρ)�η Aη = Tr ρ α ��Aη�∼
L[λ]
� = TrHη ��σ (ρ)�η Aη ,
which ensures that σ = �σ .
Approximation of T by T [κ ]. T [κ ] is stable under composition and inverse, hence it forms a subgroupof T. Moreover, using the characterization L[κ ] = �η ∈ L(aux) �� η ⊂ K� , we have, for any T ∈ T [κ ]and any η ∈ L(aux), η ∈ L[κ ] ⇔ Tη ∈ L[κ ] . Thus, the group action of T on the projective system�
L(aux)� H� Φ�⊗ induces a group action of T [κ ] on the projective system �L[κ ]� H� Φ�⊗.Next, let T ∈ T and let V be an open neighborhood of T in T. Let ε > 0 such that Bε � T :={T ��T | T � ∈ Bε} ⊂ V . Let σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and α : A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) be as inprop. 2.9 with respect to the transformation T ∈ T and the open neighborhood Bε of id] 0� 1] in
T. Define σ : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) and α : A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) like in the proof of prop. 2.9,with κ the quasi-cofinal sequence κ := (Tκ�)�∈N . Then, σ ◦ σ−1 : S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → S⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) andα ◦ α : A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) → A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) fulfills the hypotheses of the first part of the present proof, hencethere exists T � ∈ Bε such that:�Tη �� η ∈ L[κ ]� = L[κ ] = �T �η �� η ∈ L[κ ]�
& ∀A ∈ A⊗(L[κ ]�H�Φ) � α(A) = T �−1�α−1(A) = (T �−1 � T )�A .In particular, �T := T �−1 � T ∈ Tκ ∩ V . Therefore, Tκ is dense in T. �
As announced in the discussion preceding prop. 2.2, neither the universality of the restricted
projective systems built from quasi-cofinal sequences, nor the possibility of approximating transfor-
mations (that directly follows from it), extend to the infinite tensor products that one can assemble
from these sequences. In prop. 3.4 below, we construct an example of a deformation that provides
an identification at the level of the projective systems, but fails to provide a unitary mapping of
the corresponding ITP’s. The proof is somewhat similar to the one of [9, theorem 2.11], and relies
on the fact that grouping the tensor product factors pairwise yields an inequivalent ITP [27, section
4.2] .
Proposition 3.4 We consider the same objects as in prop. 3.1 and we assume that G is non-trivial.For any quasi-cofinal sequence κ = (κ�)�∈N in L(aux), we define H[κ ]seq and σ [κ ]seq as in prop. 2.2 withrespect to the projective system �L[κ ]� H� Φ� and the increasing sequence (κ�)�∈N . There existsquasi-cofinal sequences κ , λ and an homeomorphism T ∈ T such that:
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L[λ] = �Tη �� η ∈ L[κ ]� & σ [λ]seq �S[λ]seq� �= ��T�ρT−1η�η∈L[λ]
���� ρ ∈ σ [κ ]seq �S[κ ]seq��
(where S[κ ]seq , resp. S[λ]seq , denotes the space of non-negative traceclass operators on H[κ ]seq , resp. H[λ]seq ).In particular, this means that there does not exist any isomorphism of Hilbert spaces U : H[κ ]seq →
H[λ]seq such that:
∀ρ ∈ S[κ ]seq � σ [λ]seq�U ρU−1� = �T��σ [κ ]seq(ρ)�T−1η
�
η∈L[λ] . (3.4.1)
Proof Let κ = (κ�)�∈N be a strictly increasing quasi-cofinal sequence (eg. the one we constructed inthe proof of prop. 3.2) and let λ := (λ�)�∈N , with ∀� ∈ N� λ� := κ2� . Then, one can check that λ isalso a quasi-cofinal sequence and, setting T := id] 0� 1] ∈ T, we have L[λ] = L[κ ] = �Tη �� η ∈ L[κ ]� .We define J� = J�� := Hκ� = Hλ� = H∅ , as well as, for any � > 0, J� := Hκ�→κ�−1 , andfor any � > 0, J�� := Hλ�→λ�−1 . Then, for any � > 0, Φκ2�→κ2�−1→κ2�−2 is an isomorphism
J�� → J2� ⊗ J2�−1 . We choose a normalized vector ψ� ∈ J� . For any � > 0, we have κ�−1 � κ� ,hence, G being non-trivial, dim J� � 2, so we can choose two normalized, mutually orthogonalvectors ψ(1)� � ψ(2)� ∈ J� . Then, we define:
φ� := ψ� ∈ J�� & ∀� > 0� φ� := Φ−1κ2�→κ2�−1→κ2�−2
�ψ(1)2� ⊗ ψ(1)2�−1 + ψ(2)2� ⊗ ψ(2)2�−1√2
� ∈ J�� ,
and, by prop. 2.1, we construct ρ[φ] ∈ S⊗(L[λ]�H�Φ) such that:ρλ� [φ] = |φ� � � φ�| & ∀� > 0� ρλ� [φ] = Φ−1λ�→λ�−1 ◦ �|φ� � � φ�| ⊗ ρλ�−1 [φ]� ◦ Φλ�→λ�−1 .
From prop. 2.2, we have ρ[φ] ∈ σ [λ]seq �S[λ]seq� ⊂ σ [λ]seq �S[λ]seq�.Reasoning by contradiction we suppose that there exists a non-negative traceclass operator �ρon H[κ ]seq such that:
∀η ∈ L[λ] = L[κ ]� ρη[φ] = T��σ [κ ]seq��ρ��T−1η ,ie. ρ[φ] = σ [κ ]seq��ρ� . Using the same notations as in the proofs of props. 2.1 and 2.2, we have:
ρ[φ] = σ [κ ]seq��ρ� =�[|ψ� |] σ [κ ][ψ� ]�Π[|ψ� |] �ρΠ[|ψ� |]� ,as well as:1 = Tr ρ[φ] = Tr
H
[κ ]seq
��ρ� =�[|ψ� |] TrH[κ ][ψ� ] �Π[|ψ� |] �ρΠ[|ψ� |]� .Hence, there should exist ψ� = �ψ����∈N ∈ Z⊗(N�J) such that TrH[κ ][ψ� ] �Π[|ψ� |] �ρΠ[|ψ� |]� > 0, and eq. (2.2.1)then yields:
sup�∈N inf��>��ζ���→� ��� �TrK� �Φ�� ρ[φ]κ�� �Φ−1�� � ζ���→�� =
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=�[|ψ�� |] sup�∈N inf��>�
�ζ���→� ���� �TrK� �Φ�� �σ [κ ][ψ�� ]�Π[|ψ�� |] �ρΠ[|ψ�� |]��κ�� �Φ−1��
� ζ���→��
� sup�∈N inf��>�
�ζ���→� ���� �TrK� �Φ�� �σ [κ ][ψ� ]�Π[|ψ� |] �ρΠ[|ψ� |]��κ�� �Φ−1��
� ζ���→��
= Tr
H
[κ ][ψ� ]
�Π[|ψ� |] �ρΠ[|ψ� |]� > 0 ,
with ∀� < �� ∈ N� ζ���→� := ψ��� ⊗ � � � ⊗ ψ��+1 ∈ K��→� (we have used that the sum �[|ψ�� |] isabsolutely convergent in trace norm, and that the argument of inf��>� , resp. of sup�∈N , is positiveand decreasing with ��, resp. increasing with �).From the definition of �Φ� and ρ[φ], we have �Φ� ρ[φ]κ� �Φ−1� = |φ� � � φ�| , as well as, for any � > 0:�Φ2� ρ[φ]κ2� �Φ−12� = 12 ���ψ(1)2� ⊗ ψ(1)2�−1 + ψ(2)2� ⊗ ψ(2)2�−1 � � ψ(1)2� ⊗ ψ(1)2�−1 + ψ(2)2� ⊗ ψ(2)2�−1��� ⊗⊗ ��Φ2�−2 ρκ2�−2 [φ] �Φ−12�−2� .Hence, we get, for any � > 0:
�Φ2� ρ[φ]κ2� �Φ−12� = 12� ���ψ(1)2� ⊗ ψ(1)2�−1 + ψ(2)2� ⊗ ψ(2)2�−1 � � ψ(1)2� ⊗ ψ(1)2�−1 + ψ(2)2� ⊗ ψ(2)2�−1��� ⊗⊗ � � � ⊗ ���ψ(1)2 ⊗ ψ(1)1 + ψ(2)2 ⊗ ψ(2)1 � � ψ(1)2 ⊗ ψ(1)1 + ψ(2)2 ⊗ ψ(2)1 ��� ⊗ |φ� � � φ�| .Let � ∈ N and let � > �/2 . If � = 2�, we have � < � and:�ζ�2�→� ��� �TrK� �Φ2� ρ[φ]κ2� �Φ−12�� ζ�2�→�� = �k=�+1 ξk ,
where, for any k > 0, ξk := 12 ����ψ�2k ⊗ ψ�2k−1 ��� ψ(1)2k ⊗ ψ(1)2k−1 + ψ(2)2k ⊗ ψ(2)2k−1����2 . If � = 2� + 1, wealso have � < � and:�ζ�2�→� ��� �TrK� �Φ2� ρ[φ]κ2� �Φ−12�� ζ�2�→�� = �ξ�+1 �k=�+2 ξk ,
where �ξ�+1 := 12 ����ψ�2�+2 ��� ψ(1)2�+2����2 + 12 ����ψ�2�+2 ��� ψ(2)2�+2����2 . Now, for any k > 0, we have:
ξk = 12
����� 2ε=1
�ψ�2k ��� ψ(ε)2k� �ψ�2k−1 ��� ψ(ε)2k−1������
2
� 12
� 2�
ε=1
����ψ�2k ��� ψ(ε)2k����2�� 2�ε=1
����ψ�2k−1 ��� ψ(ε)2k−1����2�
� 12 �ψ�2k�2 �ψ�2k−1�2 = 12.Thus, we get:�ζ�2�→� ��� �TrK� �Φ2� ρ[φ]κ2� �Φ−12�� ζ�2�→�� � 12� − �(�+ 1)/2� ,
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where � · � denotes the floor function. This yields, for any � ∈ N:
inf��>��ζ���→� ��� �TrK� �Φ�� ρ[φ]κ�� �Φ−1�� � ζ���→�� = 0,and therefore:sup�∈N inf��>��ζ���→� ��� �TrK� �Φ�� ρ[φ]κ�� �Φ−1�� � ζ���→�� = 0,
which provides the desired contradiction. Hence, ρ[φ] /∈ ��T�ρT−1η�η∈L[λ] ��� ρ ∈ σ [κ ]seq �S[κ ]seq�� , so:
σ [λ]seq �S[λ]seq� �= ��T�ρT−1η�η∈L[λ] ��� ρ ∈ σ [κ ]seq �S[κ ]seq�� .
�
4 Outlook
It is easy to check that projective state spaces are not affected if their underlying label set is
restricted to a cofinal part [9, prop. 2.6]. In the present work, we have displayed a strengthening
of this result: sequences of labels satisfying a rather weak condition of ‘quasi-cofinality’ (def. 2.7)
turn out to be sufficient to capture a physically accurate picture of the algebra of observables. This
makes the benefits of working with a countable label subset (subsection 2.1) available even for label
sets that do not admit cofinal sequences, like the label set L�� introduced in [7] . As a proof of
principle for this approach, the existence of such quasi-cofinal sequences was proved in a simple
toy-model built on a one-dimensional version of L�� .
To exhibit a quasi-cofinal sequence for L�� in the physically more interesting � = 3 case, the
idea would be to construct a discrete but dense, fractal-like structure made of edges and surfaces:
note that the sequence constructed above for our one-dimensional toy-model can also be seen as a
fractal in ] 0� 1] . The proof that such a structure can be designed that satisfies the quasi-cofinality
property 2.7.3 is however significantly more involved than in the one-dimensional case, and is not
yet finished.
An interesting use of the possibility to start from a non-directed, extended label set L(ext) would be
that we could drop the somewhat ad-oc (semi-)analyticity requirement for edges and surfaces: recall
that analyticity was used solely in [7, lemmas 2.6 and 2.10], with the aim of proving the directedness
of L��. Also, we could take advantage of this possibility to eliminate the unphysical (in the sense of
having no equivalent in the classical continuum phase space described eg. in [25, sections I.4 and
IV.33]), degenerated fluxes. These fluxes supported on geometrical objects of dimension strictly less
that � − 1 had to be included in L�� because they arose from the commutators of non-degenerate,(�− 1)-supported fluxes: we could not exclude a priori that an edge, hitting the intersection, would
see the non-vanishing commutator. In contrast, in the context of a fractal-structure, where a
discrete set of admissible edges and surfaces is chosen beforehand, we can effectively forbid that
an edge will ever go through the intersection of any two surfaces, and simply set the commutator
of degenerately intersecting fluxes to zero (this would not, however completely solve the problem of
the ‘non-commuting fluxes’ [25, subsection II.6.1], since fluxes may intersect non-degenerately).
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In addition, the simplification of the algebra of observables achieved by going over to such a
fractal setup could help solving the constraints of LQG in the projective setting. Recall that we put
forward in the outlook of [7] that solving the Gauss constraints will require to ‘anchor’ the fluxes
[23, def. 3.5], in order to improve their transformation properties under gauge transformations. The
problem was then to build a directed label set while keeping track of the auxiliary systems of paths
entering the definition of these anchored fluxes. Remarkably, a fractal-like structure as mentioned
above could provide these anchoring paths automatically. Indeed, considering a given face, with
a conjugate edge starting from it, the refinement taking place as we go deeper and deeper in the
quasi-cofinal sequence would simultaneously subdivide the original face and ramify the original
edge. In this way, we would recursively construct a dense tree reaching this face, that one could
use for anchoring the corresponding flux.
Finally, it would also be natural to perform the regularization of the Hamiltonian constraints
along the quasi-cofinal sequence, eg. by adapting the approximation scheme developed in [22] ,
and doing so could potentially help the dynamical stability of the factorized semi-classical states
constructed along the lines of subsection 2.1 (by contrast, an important limitation of the fixed-
graph coherent states usually used in LQG is that they are not well adapted to graph-changing
Hamiltonian constraints, see the discussion in [4, subsection 1.1]). Interestingly, the need for
fractal constructions also emerges from this perspective [25, subsection II.12.2.5].
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